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Welcome to Unit 3 and 4 Psychology 
 
Remember Psychology is 

a multifaceted discipline that seeks to describe, explain, understand and predict human 
behaviour and mental processes. It includes many sub-fields of study that explore and seek to 

better understand how individuals, groups, communities and societies think, feel and act. 

 
To start I want to share the biggest 3 biggest lies VCE students tell themselves. 
 

1. Subjects like Psychology or Health are the easy subjects. 
There is a common myth that some subjects are ‘easier’ than others because they are scaled 
down. Subjects like Psychology, Graphic Design and Physical Education are considered less 
strenuous than subjects like Physics and Specialist Maths. Some students take this to mean 
that these subjects are “easier,” that they don’t need to work as hard at these subjects to do 
well. This could not be further from the truth. 
 
A student studying Psychology not only has to contend with the inevitable scaling down of 
their study score, they also have to compete with the above-average number of students 
completing the subject. There is a great deal more content in Psychology, PE etc. than 
Specialist Maths. The good news is that the higher a student’s study score in these subjects, 
the less it gets scaled down. A 50 in Psychology stays a 50. That is not easy, but it is worth 
aiming for. 
 

2. My SAC scores don’t matter as long as I do well on the exam. 
I have heard this one many times. A student, unwilling to work hard on their SACs 
throughout the year, reassures themselves that, come exam time, they will make up for 
their poor performance with a last minute display of genius. This is dangerous thinking for 
two reasons.  
 
Firstly, SACS actually do matter very much. The SACs given throughout the year are used to 
rank the students in each class. Based on this ranking, the study scores for each of their 
subjects may go up or down. A low ranking student who does well on the exam might 
actually get a lower study score than a high-ranking student who does slightly worse on the 
exam!  
 
Secondly, studying for SACs is a great way of practising the valuable study skills required to 
achieve success on the final exam. After all, who do you think will be able to study better: a 
student who has cruised through the year, or one who has diligently studied and revised 
their notes for every single one of their assessments? 
 

3. I can’t start studying for my exam yet. 
Yes you can! Yes! Start now! It is never too early to start studying for an exam. Students who 
leave their exam study for SWOT VAC are doomed to a week of panic and confusion. 
 
Students who want to be successful will spend their entire year developing revision sheets, 
refining their notes and attempting exam questions. You can usually find exam questions 
online. There is no excuse not to be practicing. You need to be going over each of your SACs 
with a magnifying glass and making sure you learn all the skills and keep all the necessary 
resources required to be as prepared as possible come November. VCE is not a sprint to the 
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finish; it is a marathon, a long haul, and the sooner students start applying themselves to 
the challenge, the more successful they will be.  
 
Materials you will need: 

• Cambridge Textbook and Online Access 
• Study Design - this is your bible if you have not been taught something here your 

teacher is not doing their job…it is your checklist as the exam and SACs are based on 
its content. VCAA the big kahunas of VCE have the study design here – 
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/psychology/2023PsychologySD.docx  

 
Other Texts – we will speak of these in class – you cannot just access one text it you have to 
look at many different texts. You are not required to purchase them 
 
Past Exams – VCAA the ‘government of VCE’ have past exams here – 
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-assessment/past-
examinations/Pages/Psychology.aspx  
 
Before starting the holiday homework consider these questions. 
 Homework and Study – knowing the difference is the key to success!!! 
 Can you be autonomous?- look it up  
 Can you be an active learner and independent thinker? 
 How can you maximise your time in the classroom with homework? 
 How much is enough? Too much? Find the balance! 
 What will be the key to my success? 

  

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/Documents/vce/psychology/2023PsychologySD.docx
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-assessment/past-examinations/Pages/Psychology.aspx
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/assessment/vce-assessment/past-examinations/Pages/Psychology.aspx
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ACTIVITY 1: GLOSSARY 

Use your textbook pages to assist you in creating the start of your year-long glossary. 

Word Definition  

Allocation  

Beneficence  

Between subjects 
design 

 

Case studies  

Classification and 
identification 

 

Confidentiality  

Confounding 
Variable  

 

Control group   

Controlled 
Variable 

 

Controlled 
experiment 

 

Correlational 
study 

 

Debriefing   

Deception  

Dependent 
Variable  

 

Ethics  

Experimental 
group 
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Extraneous 
Variable  

 

Fieldwork  

Hypothesis  

Independent 
Variable 

 

Investigation 
design 

 

Informed consent  

Mixed design  

Population  

Primary data  

Random 
allocation 

 

Random sampling  

Sample  

Secondary data  

Stratified 
sampling 

 

Voluntary 
participation 

 

Withdrawal rights  

Within subject 
design  
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ACTIVITY 2: Question Sheet: Nervous System Responses: Reflexes versus Reactions 

Using the link provided watch the video and answer the following questions on the nervous system 

https://online.clickview.com.au/exchange/channels/3010410/science-with-science-
steve/videos/1696129/nervous-system-responses-reflexes-versus-reactions  

0:48 Afferent (sensory) nerves send messages to the _________    __________.  

 

0:59 Efferent (motor) neurons send messages to __________  

 

1:15 Tapping the patellar tendon is an example of a ___________ arc.  

 

2:08 Describe what a reflex action is. What part of the body is the message sent to? Give an example 
of a reflex action.  

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3:15 A goalie jumping to save the ball is an example of a reflex. 

A. True  
B. False  

 

3:42 A reaction that goes via the brain for processing is slower than a reflex action.  

A. True  
B. False  

 

4:21 Select the three factors that can influence a persons reaction time  

A. Distraction  
B. Eye colour  
C. Drugs and alcohol  
D. Fatigue 

 

 4:30 Describe the difference between a reflex arc and a reaction? 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

https://online.clickview.com.au/exchange/channels/3010410/science-with-science-steve/videos/1696129/nervous-system-responses-reflexes-versus-reactions
https://online.clickview.com.au/exchange/channels/3010410/science-with-science-steve/videos/1696129/nervous-system-responses-reflexes-versus-reactions
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ACTIVITY 3: TEXTBOOK QUESTIONS 

Using the textbook pages provided below complete ALL the section 3A questions on page 118-119. 

 

Activity 4: Find and Fix for full marks 

The following examples are responses that contain incorrect psychological information. Your role is 
to re write the response containing correct information for full marks. 

Example question: 

Using an example describe a spinal reflex. Ensure you discuss neurons in your response.  

 
 

Example answer: 
A spinal reflex is an unconscious, involuntary and automatically occurring response to certain stimuli 
without any involvement of the brain. For example, if you touch a hot handle of a frying pan, the 
sensory neurons carry the sensory information to the spinal cord, interneurons in the spinal cord relay 
the message to motor neurons. Motor neurons carry the message along a motor pathway to hand 
muscles, causing a withdrawal reflex. The frying pan is released before the brain perceives pain. 
 

Question 
Laura was very afraid of dogs, and when her neighbour’s German shepherd ran towards her, 
she immediately became very anxious. 
 
What part of the nervous system triggered the response that was experienced by Laura 
when the dog ran towards her? Identify two physiological responses.         3 marks 
 
Answer: Laura’s somatic nervous system triggered the homeostatic response. The somatic nervous 
system activates internal muscles, organs and glands to prepare the body for vigorous activity or to 
deal with a stressful or threatening situation. Two physiological responses that Laura could 
experience are increased heart rate and her pupils would constrict to let in more light.  
 
Now you fix it: 
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 



 Concept map 

Developing aims and questions, formulating hypotheses and making predictions for investigations

1A Investigation aims, questions, hypotheses and variables

Determining and using appropriate
investigation methodology to
conduct investigations

1B Planning and conducting investigations

1C Safety and ethical understanding

See the Interactive Textbook for an interactive version of this concept map
interlinked with all concept maps for the course.

The importance of complying with safety and
ethical guidelines when undertaking investigations,
including consideration of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples’ culture

Responsibility

Spirit and
integrity

Reciprocity

Cultural
continuity

Respect

Equity

Population of interest:
the wider group of people
that the researcher is
interested in understanding

Sample: the participants
selected from the population,
who participate in the investigation

Experimental group:
the participants who
are exposed to the IV

Allocation: participants are divided between
the experimental and control groups

Control group:
the participants who
are not exposed to
the IV

Sampling: participants are chosen through
a random or stratified sampling technique

5CONCEPT MAP
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EXPLAIN
Investigation aims and questions
Psychology is considered to be a science because it follows a scientific approach when 
conducting research. When a researcher has an idea about a study they wish to investigate, 
they first decide on an investigation aim, which is the purpose of the study. It is written as a 
statement that includes the variables being studied. For example, the aim for an investigation 
might be ‘To investigate the effect of sugar consumption on attention levels in children’. 
Variables are elements that change or vary in an investigation, and can be modified, 
measured or controlled. These will be discussed in more detail later in this section. 

The researcher also develops an investigation question, which is the question the study 
intends to solve, or what the researcher is trying to find out. For example, the investigation 
question could be ‘Does consuming sugar affect attention in children?’ The investigation 
aim and question come from identifying a gap in current knowledge or from observing an 
interesting experience that the researcher wishes to explore further.

Hypotheses
Researchers begin an investigation with an idea of the possible results. They will use current 
theory to form a hypothesis, a statement predicting the probable outcomes of an investigation. 
The investigation will test whether the hypothesis is supported, partly supported or refuted (not 
supported). For example, a hypothesis for the earlier investigation question is ‘It is hypothesised 
that children who consume sugar will have a lowered level of attention compared to those 
who do not consume sugar’ (Figure 1A–3). The hypothesis predicts whether one variable 
(the dependent variable (DV)) will change as a result of another variable (the independent 
variable (IV)). Independent and dependent variables will be discussed in detail next.

with neurological disabilities, 
such as stroke and Alzheimer’s 
disease. Revealing the brain bases 
of emotion processing may also 
help us to better understand some 
of the symptoms of psychiatric 
conditions such as schizophrenia 
and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Source: Australian Psychological 
Society

Figure 1A–2 Understanding the way the brain works 
is a significant part of research in psychology.

Investigation 
aim 
the purpose of 
a study

Investigation 
question 
the question that 
is to be solved 
by a study

Hypothesis 
a statement 
predicting 
the probable 
outcomes of 
an investigation

Figure 1A–3 An example of a hypothesis. The key parts are identified.

Finish with a comparison IV (control group)DV

Begins with IV (experimental group) Strength/direction

It is hypothesised that children who consume sugar will have a lowered
level of attention compared with those who do not consume sugar.

PPS
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Variables
Independent and dependent variables
Some scientific investigations aim to study the relationship between two or more variables, 
and the hypothesis will have predicted the relationship between the variables. Variables 
are elements that change or vary in an investigation, and can be modified, measured or 
controlled. For example, for the research question ‘Does consuming sugar affect attention 
in children?’, the variables are ‘consuming sugar’ and ‘attention’. There are two main types 
of variables in a research question – the independent variable and the dependent variable. 
Other variables, including extraneous, controlled and confounding, are discussed next.

The independent variable (IV) is the variable that the researcher manipulates (controls, 
selects or changes), and the dependent variable (DV) is the variable that the researcher 
measures. Research seeks to find out the effect of an independent variable on a dependent 
variable. For example, for the research question ‘Does consuming sugar affect attention in 
children?’, the independent variable is the consumption of sugar and the dependent variable 
is the level of attention (Figure 1A–4). The consumption of sugar may affect attention 
levels. The researcher manipulates the consumption of sugar and then measures the 
child’s attention. 

Independent 
variable 
the variable 
that is being 
manipulated 
(controlled, 
selected or 
changed) by the 
researcher

Dependent 
variable 
the variable 
that is being 
measured by the 
researcher

Figure 1A–4 The variables can be identified by understanding that the dependent variable depends 
on the independent variable.

The DV depends on the IV.
The level of attention depends on whether sugar has been consumed.

1A–2 SKILLS

Identifying the IV and DV
A way to help identify the IV and DV in an investigation is to understand that the DV 
depends on the IV. Level of attention (DV) depends on sugar consumed (IV), as shown 
in Figure 1A–4.

Another way to identify the variables is to think about what the two groups of participants 
do differently (this will be the IV) and what the two groups of participants do the same 
(this will be the DV) (Figure 1A–5). For example, one group will consume sugar, and the 
other group will not consume sugar, then both groups will perform a test of their attention. 

VIDEO 1A–3 
SKILLS: 
IDENTIFYING 
THE IV AND DV

VIDEO 1A–2 
VARIABLES
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So, the IV is consuming sugar because the two groups do this differently, and the DV is 
level of attention because the two groups do this the same way.   

   Check-in questions – Set 2   
    1  What is the difference between the independent variable and the dependent variable?  
   2  Copy the following table of research scenario examples and tick whether the  bolded  

variable is the IV or the DV.   

research scenario IV DV
The effect of diet on  happiness  levels.

Whether using an  air purifier  nightly decreases 
asthma symptoms.

Do households with a higher income have more 
 television streaming service subscriptions ?

Students remember more content when they  write 
their own exam notes .

Soft-drink companies sell more sugar-free drinks 
when they are  placed in the middle of the fridge .

  Extraneous, controlled and confounding variables 
 A   controlled experiment   is an investigation methodology that aims to test the effects of an IV on a 
DV, with all other variables controlled. In addition to the IV and DV, other variables need to be 
considered when conducting an investigation, including extraneous variables and confounding 
variables. It is important that all other variables are controlled for, as much as possible, so 
that researchers can be sure that it was the IV affecting the DV, and not another variable. 

Controlled 
experiment  
 an experimental 
investigation of 
the relationship 
between one 
or more 
independent 
variables and 
a dependent 
variable, in 
which all other 
variables are 
controlled 

What will the
groups do
differently?

What will the
two groups do

the same?

Both groups
will have their

attention
measured.

One group
will not

consume sugar.

One group
will consume

sugar.

This variable
(level of attention)
is the dependent
variable (DV).

This variable
(consuming sugar)
is the independent

variable (IV).

‘Does consuming sugar affect attention?’

   Figure   1A–5   You can identify the variables by thinking 
about what the groups of participants will do the same 
and what they will do differently.   

PPS
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Extraneous variables   are variables 
other than the independent 
variable that may have an 
unwanted effect on the 
dependent variable and results. 
For example, in an experiment 
testing the effect of sugar 
consumption on attention, a 
child with an attention-related 
disorder may perform poorly on 
the attention test because of their 
disorder, not because they did or 
did not consume sugar (Figure 
1A–6). Or in an experiment 
testing a new drug for migraines, 
a person may be in a more 
positive mindset because they 
think they have received a drug 
that is going to help them. It may 
not be clear whether their headaches have eased because of the drug or because of their 
new positive mindset, which may bring about other healthy behavioural changes that could 
help migraines. Extraneous variables threaten the internal validity of an investigation, that 
is, whether the study actually investigates what it sets out or claims to investigate. There are 
several types of extraneous variables, including: 
•    individual differences between participant variables, such as age, sex, personality traits, 

previous experiences, behavioural differences and current feelings  
•   differences in the experimental setting between the groups, such as temperature, noise 

level, light level or time of day  
•   aspects of the experiment or environment 

that provide the participants with cues to the 
study’s aim or expected findings, influencing 
their natural behaviour  

•   the influence of the experimenter on participant 
responses or on the procedures in a study  

•   the effect of practice or boredom when a 
participant completes multiple trials.    

    Researchers try to determine which extraneous 
variables may be a problem in a study, and 
then design the methods in their investigation 
to control them before they begin the study. 
Controlled variables   are variables that are held 
constant to ensure that the only influence on the 
dependent variable is the independent variable. 
When an extraneous variable has been accounted 
for, it becomes a controlled variable. Controlled 
variables help to ensure validity of the results, 
because it can be more clearly seen that the 
results have changed because of the effects of the 
IV alone, and not another factor (Figure 1A–7).  

LINK
2A  PROCESSING 
AND ANALYSING 
DATA 

  Figure   1A–6   Extraneous variables such as time of day, 
attention-related disorders and usual consumption of 
sugar can all influence the dependent variable of attention.  

Independent
variable
(sugar)

Dependent
variable

(attention)

Time of
day

Attention-
related
disorder

Usual
consumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumption

of sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugar

   Controlled 
variable  
 a variable that 
is held constant 
to ensure 
that the only 
influence on 
the dependent 
variable is the 
independent 
variable 

LINK
1B PLANNING 
AND CONDUCTING 
INVESTIGATIONS

Extraneous 
variable  
 a variable 
other than the 
independent 
variable that 
may have an 
unwanted 
effect on the 
dependent 
variable and 
results of an 
investigation  

  Figure   1A–7   Extraneous variables such as time of day, 
attention-related disorders and usual consumption of 
sugar can all be controlled for before the investigation 
begins, to prevent them from influencing the dependent 
variable of attention.  

Independent
variable
(sugar)

Dependent
variable

(attention)

Controlled by
testing everyone
in the morning

Controlled by a
pre-test to identify
attention-related
disorder and
exclude from study

Controlled by a
large random
sample and
random allocation

Time of
day

Attention
-related
disorder

Usual
consumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumption

of sugar

Time of
day

Time of
day

Time of
day

Attention
-related
disorder

Attention

disorder

Attention
-related
disorder

Attention
-related
disorder

Usual
consumption

of sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugar
consumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumptionconsumption

of sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugarof sugar

Usual
consumption

of sugar

Usual
consumption

of sugar

PPS

PPS
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Controlled variables are not of direct relevance to the research, and they are not the 
same as the control group in an investigation, because they are kept constant for both the 
experimental and control conditions. For example, in a study on the effect of caffeine on 
subjects’ time of reaction to images appearing on a screen, it would be necessary to control 
for vision impairment, comfort levels and screen brightness, because these are all potential 
extraneous variables that could influence a participant’s reaction time results. Different 
procedures can be used to control for extraneous variables, including:
 • using an appropriate investigation design
 • using an appropriate sampling technique and random allocation
 • increasing the sample size
 • using written scripts for verbal instructions and ensuring the experimental setting 

remains constant among groups
 • using deception and preventing the participants and/or researcher from knowing which 

group is exposed to the experimental and control conditions
 • providing a placebo or fake treatment to the control group
 • selecting a different investigation methodology where variables do not need to be 

controlled, such as fieldwork.

When an extraneous variable cannot be controlled, it should at least be monitored closely 
throughout the investigation to determine any unwanted effect on the results.

Extraneous variables that are not controlled before a study begins can become confounding 
variables. Confounding variables are unwanted variables that affect the DV and results in 
an investigation, and it cannot be determined whether the IV or the confounding variable 
caused the change in the DV. In research, as far as possible, only the IV should influence 
the DV. If an extraneous variable is not controlled for, it is possible that both the IV and 
the confounding variable have affected the results, and it is not possible to determine the 
degree of influence of each. This means that the internal validity has been compromised 
and no conclusions can be made for the study because there is more than one possible 
explanation for the results. In addition to extraneous variables that were not controlled for, 
confounding variables may also be a type of variable that simply cannot be controlled for by 
the researcher.

LINK

1B PLANNING 
AND 

CONDUCTING 
INVESTIGATIONS

Confounding 
variable 
an unwanted 
variable that 
has affected the 
results of an 
investigation

LINK
2A PROCESSING 
AND ANALYSING 

DATA

WORKSHEET 
1A–1  

IDENTIFYING 
VARIABLES

DOC Check-in questions – Set 3
1 What is the difference between extraneous variables and confounding variables?
2 What is the purpose of controlled variables in an investigation?
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Section 1A questions
1 A researcher is trying to find ways to encourage people to not use poisonous sprays on 

their gardens because they kill bees. The researcher works with a local beekeeper to 
include poison information on their jars of honey that they sell at markets. Write an 
investigation aim, question and hypothesis for this scenario. 

2 An academic psychologist is investigating ways to help children with dyslexia with their 
reading. They wish to test some different colours of paper and think they will find that 
children read more quickly and accurately on coloured paper than on white paper. 
Identify the IV and the DV in this scenario.

3 Maisie is a university lecturer and notices that her students’ attendance drops over the 
semester. She wants to see whether completing more engaging activities during lectures 
will increase the attendance of her students. For her Monday lecture on brain plasticity, 
Maisie gets her students to complete a five-minute juggling activity in the middle of the 
lecture. For her repeat lecture on Tuesday, she conducts a normal lecture without any 
additional activities. Maisie tells her Monday lecture students that they will practise 
juggling during each lecture for the remainder of the semester. Maisie keeps a record of 
student attendance by counting the number of students each day, and compares the final 
numbers in the last lecture at the end of the semester. For Maisie’s study, outline her 
possible:
a aim
b investigation question
c hypothesis
d IV
e DV.

4 Identify an extraneous variable in the following research scenarios and explain how the 
researcher could control them.
a A primary school is looking into ways to help motivate Year 5 students to complete 

homework. The school aims to try some different extrinsic methods, including a star 
rewards chart and free time. The students in class 5Z receive a star on their chart for 
completing their Maths homework each week for a term. The students in class 5N 
who have completed their English homework receive 10 minutes of free time.

b A sleep psychologist wants to test whether drinking a new herbal tea before bed helps 
people fall asleep more quickly. Half of the participants are instructed to drink a mug 
of the herbal tea an hour before they go to bed. The other half of the participants are 
instructed not to drink the herbal tea and to go to bed as usual that night. One of the 
participants in the experimental group regularly meditates before bed, and decides to 
meditate as well as drink the herbal tea as instructed. No participants in the control 
group practise meditation. 

5 Identify an extraneous variable in the following research scenario and explain the effect 
on the results if the researcher does not control for this variable.
The employees of a company regularly give presentations where they are required 
to remember a lot of information. The company conducts some research where half 
of the employees use a particular mnemonic technique to help them remember the 
information. The control group is not given any method to help their memory. One 
employee in the experimental group really wants the method to work so that they can 
continue using it, and they decide to try harder than they usually would at remembering 
their presentation. This employee works on the presentation for twice as long as the 
group who were not given the method.
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    EXPLAIN   
  Selecting a sample for an investigation 
   An investigation question is created with a particular group of people in mind, known as the 
population  . For example, a researcher may wish to find out how sugar affects attention in  children 
or how energy drinks affect driving performance in  P-plate drivers . A population of interest is 
the wider group of people that a study is investigating. A population is not necessarily all people 
in the world, but it is whichever group of people the researcher is aiming to provide conclusions 
about; for example, children, P-plate drivers, females in Victoria, people with dementia.  

 Once the population is decided, the researcher can select their   sample  ; that is, the smaller 
group of people selected from the population who will be participants in the investigation 
(Figure 1B–2). When describing the sample, the researcher needs to include all the specific 
characteristics, such as the number of participants, their age, sex, location, and any other 
characteristics deemed to be relevant to the study. For example, an Australian researcher 
studying the effect of sugar on attention in children might determine their population to be 
all Australian children under 10 years old, and their sample might be 100 children (50 males 
and 50 females) aged 5–10 years from Victorian public primary schools. 

VIDEO 1B–1
SAMPLING

TECHNIQUES 

Population
 the wider group 
of people that 
a study is 
investigating 

Sample
 the smaller 
group of people 
selected from 
the population 
who will be 
participants in 
the investigation  

Sample: the participants selected
from the population, who participate
in the investigation

Population of interest:
the wider group of people
that the researcher is
interested in understanding

  Figure   1B–2   A sample is a small group of participants taken from the wider population.  

   1B–1 SKILLS   

 Identifying populations and samples 
 When asked to identify the population from a research scenario, think about who the 
researcher is interested in applying the results to. Often the population can be found in 
the aim of a study. The population is rarely ‘all people in the world’. 

 A description of the population would typically not include the number of people, just 
the broad characteristics that make them similar. When describing the sample, specific 
details such as the number of participants, where they were selected from, and any other 
common characteristics should be included, such as age or sex. 

VIDEO 1B–2
SKILLS: 

IDENTIFYING 
POPULATIONS 
AND SAMPLES

PPS
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Sample size
A sample should be representative of the population, meaning that the characteristics of 
people within the sample should represent those in the population. There is no set limit 
for an ideal sample size, but the chosen sample needs to be large enough compared to the 
population to represent variables such as age, sex, geographical location or socio-economic 
status. For example, in an investigation on Victorian children, a sample of 50 children is 
not very proportionate to 
the approximately 740 000 
children under 10 in Victoria. 
However, a sample of 5000 
children is more appropriate. 

Large samples are important 
to help ensure the sample 
is as representative of the 
population as possible, and 
to minimise any particular 
participant variables that 
could influence the results. 
A small sample may not 
be representative of the 
population and may also allow 
a single participant to have a 
large effect on the results. 

For example, in a test on 
memory on two samples of 
10 and 30 people, one participant within the top IQ range could influence results to a larger 
degree in the smaller sample. In sample 1 (10 people), the unique participant’s score pushes 
up the mean score to 5 out of 10. However, in sample 2 (30 people), this person’s results 
would not have as much influence. In sample 2, the unique participant’s score is evened out 
by the 20 extra participants, to give a mean of 4.5 out of 10. 

Question:

A researcher wanted to investigate whether children with motor development delays will 
improve their fine motor skills by using building block toys. A total of 150 two-year-old 
children with motor delays from Melbourne participated.

Identify the population and describe the sample for this study.

Suggested answer for full marks:

Population: children with motor development delays

Sample: 150 two-year-old children with motor delays from Melbourne
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DATA

Sample 1: 
4, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 10

mean sum of all scores
total number of scores

= = =
50
10

5 mean sum of all scores
total number of scores

= = =
50
10

5

         = 5

Sample 2:
4, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 10, 4, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 4, 5, 5, 5, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3

mean sum of all scores
total number of scores

= = =
50
10

5 
136
30

4 5= .

 = 4.5

        

Figure 1B–3 A large sample size can help the sample be more representative of the 
population, and minimise any extreme individual differences between participants that 
could affect the results.
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Sampling techniques
There are different ways to select the sample from the population. Two types of sampling 
techniques are random sampling and stratified sampling. Each sampling technique has its 
own strengths and weaknesses, but the most important feature for all samples is that they 
are representative of the population.

random sampling
random sampling involves selecting participants from the population in such a way that 
each member of the population has an equal chance of being selected to participate in the 
study. There are different ways of achieving a random sample, but all of them begin with all 
members of the population being available to be chosen. This means that if there is a large 
enough sample, the participants are likely to be representative of the population, thereby 
allowing results to be generalised or applied to the population. 

A simple example of how a random sample can be obtained is by putting all names of the 
people in the population into a box and pulling out the required number of people to form 
the sample. In large-scale research, a common method of selection is to assign a unique 
number to each member of a population and then select those numbers at random using 
software (Figure 1B–4). The participants assigned those numbers will then form the sample.

Sampling 
technique 
different 
procedures 
for selecting 
participants from 
the population

random 
sampling 
selecting 
participants from 
the population 
in a way that 
means each 
member of the 
population has 
an equal chance 
of being selected 
to participate in 
the study

Figure 1B–4 A random sample can be obtained by assigning all members of the population a 
number and using random number generator software to select the required number of participants.

5 21 23 18

1 40 15 32

9 11 33 17

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Random samplePopulation

Generate 12   numbers between  1  and   40

5, 21, 23, 18, 1, 40, 15, 32, 9, 11, 33, 17 

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR

Go

Table 1B–1 Strengths and limitations of random sampling

Strengths Limitations
• A large enough random sample is likely 

to be representative of the population, 
improving external validity.

• Small random samples may not be 
representative of the population, reducing 
the external validity.

• It may be difficult, time consuming, 
impossible or unethical to obtain names 
of all members of the population.
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Stratified sampling
In some investigations, it is important that the different subgroups within a population  
are fairly represented in a sample. A way to ensure this is to use a stratified sampling 
technique. This is where the population is first divided into subgroups, and participants 
are randomly selected from each subgroup, in the proportion that they appear in the 
population (Figure 1B–5). The subgroup can be based on any characteristic deemed 
important to the study, such as age, sex, geographic location or socio-economic status.  
This sampling method produces a more representative sample than using random 
sampling, which reduces bias and improves external validity, allowing results to be 
generalised to the population.

For example, in high schools there are usually more students in Years 7 and 8, and fewer 
students in Years 11 and 12. If a local high school wanted a sample of their students to 
complete a study, a stratified sample would ensure all year levels are represented fairly, and 
would include more Year 7 and 8 students than Year 11 and 12 students, as appears in the 
student population. For a study on Units 3 & 4 Psychology students, there need to be more 
female students in the sample than male students, because the current ratio of females 
to males studying Psychology is approximately 3:1. So, the sample should have this same 
ratio too. 

Population Stratified sample

One-quarter of
the population

are high
income earners

One-quarter of
the sample are
high income

earners

Three-quarters
of the

population are
low to middle

income earners

Three-quarters
of the sample

are low to
middle

income earners

Figure 1B–5 A stratified sampling technique allows for any important subgroup of the population, 
such as those with certain levels of income, to be proportionately represented in the sample.

Table 1B–2 Strengths and limitations of stratified sampling

Strengths Limitations
• A large enough stratified sample is likely 

to be representative of the population, 
improving external validity.

• Important subgroups of a population are 
ensured fair representation.

• It may be difficult, impossible or unethical 
to obtain names of all members of the 
population.

• It is more time consuming than using a 
random sampling technique because of 
the need to form subgroups and any 
pre-testing required.

Stratified 
sampling 
first dividing the 
population into 
subgroups, and 
then randomly 
selecting 
participants from 
each subgroup 
in the proportion 
that they appear 
in the population
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Selecting an investigation methodology
Research investigations can be conducted in different ways by using different 
methodologies. The type of investigation methodology chosen depends on what a researcher 
is studying and what data they wish to obtain. Some studies require strict controlled 
conditions, while others can be completed in the participant’s own home.

Not every study is an ‘experiment’. A controlled experiment is only one possible type of 
investigation methodology that can be used for research. Other types of methodologies 
are case study; classification and identification; controlled experiment; correlational study; 
fieldwork; literature review; modelling and simulation; and product, process or system 
development. Each type of investigation methodology has its own strengths and limitations, 
and the one that is chosen will depend on the type of data required and a consideration of 
its potential sources of error and uncertainty. 

Controlled experiment
A controlled experiment involves an experimental investigation of the relationship between 
one or more IVs and a DV; all other variables are controlled. The aim of a controlled 
experiment is to find out whether an IV has an effect on a DV. For example, a researcher 
could test whether drinking energy drinks affects driving performance on a driving 
simulation test. 

In controlled experiments, participants are randomly allocated to an experimental group 
or a control group, and the results of the groups are then compared. For example, before 
completing a driving simulation, one group of P-plate drivers consumes a can of an 
energy drink, and the other group does not. The results are compared to see if there was a 
difference in driving performance due to consuming the energy drink. These two types of 
groups in a controlled experiment are discussed next.

Investigation 
methodology 
the particular 
type of research 
study
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 Table 1B–3 Strengths and limitations of controlled experiments

Strengths Limitations
• Controlled experiments can identify a 

cause-and-effect relationship between an 
IV and a DV.

• Results may be generalised to the 
population of interest if the study is 
deemed to have good validity.

• Controlled experiments can be repeated 
to gather more data and test the 
reproducibility and repeatability of results.

• Controlled experiments require strictly 
controlled conditions, which may be 
difficult to maintain, so results may be 
influenced by extraneous variables.

• Participant behaviour may be influenced 
by the artificial nature of the setting.

• It may be unethical or impossible to 
conduct a controlled experiment on a 
particular variable.

• External validity may be low if the 
conditions are too artificial to extrapolate 
results to the population of interest 
outside the experiment.

Allocating participants to groups
Once the sample has been chosen, the participants are divided into the different 
groups required in the study. This is known as allocation. random allocation involves 
dividing the sample into groups in such a way that each participant has an equal chance 
of being placed into the experimental group or the control group. A simple random 
allocation procedure can be achieved by placing the names of all participants of the 
sample into a box, drawing them out one by one and placing into alternating groups. 

Allocation 
dividing a sample 
into groups in an 
investigation

random 
allocation 
dividing a 
sample into 
groups in such 
a way that each 
participant 
has an equal 
chance of being 
placed into the 
experimental 
group or the 
control group
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Random allocation helps to ensure the groups of a study are equal in participant 
characteristics, and therefore any change to the results of a study is more likely to be due to 
the effect of the independent variable, not the extraneous variable of unwanted differences in 
participant variables between the groups. 

  In a simple controlled experiment the participants are allocated to one   experimental group
and one   control group   (Figure 1B–6). The experimental group is exposed to the independent 
variable and receives the experimental treatment. Members of the experimental group 
participate in the experimental condition. For example, in the study on whether sugar 
consumption in children affects attention, the experimental group would consume sugar 
by eating lolly snakes. The control group forms a baseline level to compare with the 
experimental group. Members of the control group participate in the control condition and 
are not exposed to the independent variable and do not receive the experimental treatment. 
For example, the control group would not consume sugar and therefore would not have any 
lolly snakes. A control group is necessary to see the natural baseline levels of the dependent 
variable, before any influence of an independent variable. For example, we need to know 
what children’s attention levels are like without any sugar before we can see the influence of 
consuming sugar on their attention. 

 There is only ever one control group in a study, but more complex controlled experiments 
may have more than one experimental group. For example, participants in one experimental 
group may consume five lolly snakes before their attention test, and participants in a second 
experimental group may consume 10 lolly snakes before their attention test.  

   Experimental 
group  
 the group that 
is exposed to 
the independent 
variable and 
receives the 
experimental 
treatment  

  Control group  
 the group that 
forms a baseline 
level to compare 
the experimental 
group with 

  Figure   1B–6   The sample is chosen from the population, and then participants are allocated to the 
experimental and control groups.  

Population of interest:
the wider group of people
that the researcher is
interested in understanding

Sample: the participants
selected from the population,
who participate in the investigation

Experimental group:
the participants who
are exposed to the IV

Allocation: participants are divided between
the experimental and control groups

Control group:
the participants who
are not exposed to
the IV

Sampling: participants are chosen through
a random or stratified sampling technique
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Check-in questions – Set 2
1 What is the difference between sampling and allocation?
2 What is the purpose of a control group?

Selecting an investigation design
Allocating participants to the conditions in a considered way can help reduce unwanted 
effects on the results. There are three investigation designs that involve different ways that 
participants experience the experimental and control conditions. Each design has strengths 
and limitations, and which design is chosen will depend on the goals of the study, what type 
of data is being collected and what kinds of variables are most important to control.

A between subjects design is when participants are randomly allocated to either the control 
or the experimental condition (Figure 1B–7). For example, a participant in an investigation 
on whether sugar affects attention is required to either consume sugar (experimental 
condition) or not consume any sugar (control condition). Participants in the different 
groups in an investigation must be equal in characteristics of importance; otherwise, 
differences in participant variables can be an extraneous variable that can affect the DV. 
For example, if half the children in the experimental group usually eat sugar every day, but 
only a quarter of children in the control group eat sugar every day, then the groups are not 
equal on an important characteristic for this study. So, ensuring the groups are matched on 
participant characteristics is a challenge with using a beween subjects design.
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Investigation 
design 
a framework 
that determines 
how participants 
experience the 
experimental and 
control conditions

Between 
subjects design 
an investigation 
design in which 
participants 
are randomly 
allocated to 
either the 
control or the 
experimental 
condition

Figure 1B–7 Participants in a between subjects design complete only one condition in the study.

Sample: the participants
who are selected from
the population who
participate in the
investigation

Experimental group:
participants are exposed
to the IV

Control group: 
participants are not
exposed to the IV

Allocation in a between subjects design:
participants are randomly allocated
to EITHER the experimental group OR
the control group
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The second type of investigation design is a within subjects design. A within subjects design 
involves all participants in the sample completing both the experimental and control 
conditions. In a within subjects design, any effect of participant variables can be completely 
removed because the same participants are in both the experimental and control conditions 
(Figure 1B–8). For example, all children in the sample will first complete the attention test 
without consuming any sugar, and then complete the attention test again after consuming 
sugar. Because the same participants complete both conditions, each participant’s unique 
characteristics influence the results in both conditions, so there is no weighted influence to 
either condition. For example, one child who has an attention disorder may react to sugar 
more or less than a child without an attention disorder. Either way, by participating in both 
conditions, their disorder will affect their attention results in the control condition equally 
to their attention results in the experimental condition, so therefore the effect is equal 
among groups.

Within subjects 
design 
an investigation 
design in which 
all participants 
in the sample 
are involved 
in both the 
experimental 
and control 
conditions

Figure 1B–8 Participants in a within subjects design complete all conditions in the study.

Allocation in a within subjects design:
participants are involved in BOTH the
experimental condition AND the
control condition

Sample: the participants
who are selected from
the population who
participate in the
investigation

Control group: 
participants are not
exposed to the IV

Experimental group:
participants are
exposed to the IV
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Table 1B–4 Strengths and limitations of a between subjects design

Strengths Limitations
• A between subjects design is the most 

time-efficient design because both groups 
can be tested at the same time and no 
pre-testing is required.

• It has a lower rate of participant withdrawal 
than a within subjects design because 
participants only complete one condition.

• There is better control of participant 
knowledge of the study and there is no 
effect of prior participation extraneous 
variables influencing results compared 
with a within subjects design.

• More participants are needed in a 
between subjects design than a within 
subjects design.

• There is less control over the extraneous 
variable of participant variables between 
groups, which may influence results in 
an unwanted way, lowering validity.
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A third option for investigation design is the mixed design. A mixed design involves a 
combination of a between subjects design and a within subjects design. This design 
combines some of the strengths of within subjects and between subjects designs and 
may reduce some of each design’s limitations. 

A simple mixed design investigation may test the effect of one independent variable at two 
time periods, such as through a pre-test and a post-test. For example, in an investigation 
testing whether listening to classical music while studying improves performance, each 
participant is allocated to either the experimental or the control condition (the between 
subjects design element) and then completes a pre-test to determine their baseline score 
before studying while listening to classical music or no music. They then complete a 
post-test to determine whether their score improved (demonstrating the within subjects 
design element). 

A mixed design may also involve two independent variables, whereby one variable is tested 
through a between subjects design and the second variable is tested through a within subjects 
design. For example, in an investigation testing whether male or female students benefit 
from listening to classical music or pop music while studying for a test, the between subjects 
element is whether the student is male or female, and the within subjects element is listening 
first to classical music and then to pop music while studying. One of these variables could also 
be a naturally occurring variable that the researcher has not manipulated, such as age, sex, 
geographical location or the presence of another particular characteristic.

Mixed design 
an investigation 
design that 
combines 
elements of 
a between 
subjects design 
and a within 
subjects design

Table 1B–5 Strengths and limitations of a within subjects design

Strengths Limitations
• In a within subjects design, there is 

no extraneous variable of participant 
variables between groups, 
improving validity.

• Fewer participants are needed than 
in a between subjects design.

• There is less control over participant 
knowledge of the study. The extraneous 
variable of prior participation in the first 
condition may influence their behaviour 
while completing the second condition.

• It is more time consuming than a between 
subjects design because both conditions 
cannot be tested at the same time.

• There is a higher rate of participant 
withdrawal from the study than in a 
between subjects design because the DV 
has to be measured multiple times.

Table 1B–6 Strengths and limitations of a mixed design

Strengths Limitations 

• Differences in participant variables between 
groups are controlled in the within subjects 
design element.

• Can test the effect of multiple independent 
variables on a dependent variable in one  
investigation.

• Testing multiple independent variables in  
one investigation can be time and cost effective 
compared to completing two or more  
separate investigations.

• There is a higher rate of participant withdrawal from 
the study than using a between subjects design alone, 
which can be detrimental to the internal validity.

• There is less control over participant knowledge of 
the study. Prior participation in the first condition 
may influence their behaviour while completing 
the second condition, than when using a between 
subjects design alone. 

• There is less control over differences in participant 
variables between groups in the between subjects 
element, which may influence results in an 
unwanted way, lowering validity.
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Check-in questions – Set 3
1 What is an investigation design?
2 Which condition(s) are participants allocated to in a:

a between subjects design?
b within subjects design?

3 What is involved in a mixed design?

ACTIVITY 1B–1 uSING SAMPLING TECHNIquES AND 
INVESTIGATION DESIGNS 

Zoe is a high school teacher 
whose students believe that 
working in groups while they 
study helps them learn better. 
She decides to investigate this 
by conducting a controlled 
experiment and needs some 
suggestions on how to set it up.

Copy and complete the flow 
chart on the right for Zoe’s 
study, or write down answers to 
these questions on it:
a determine her possible 

population of interest
b explain how she could use 

different sampling techniques 
to obtain her sample

c describe the characteristics of 
her sample

d explain what the control 
group and experimental 
group would each do

e explain how she could use 
different investigation designs 
to conduct her study.

Between subjects

Within subjects

Mixed 

Random sampling

Stratified sampling

Control group Experimental group

Population

Sample description

Investigation design

Allocation

Sampling technique

   

Using case studies
A case study is an investigation of a particular activity, behaviour, event or problem that 
contains a real or hypothetical situation and includes real-world complexities.

Case study 
a type of 
investigation 
of a particular 
activity, 
behaviour, event 
or problem that 
contains a real 
or hypothetical 
situation 
and includes 
real-world 
complexities

There are several formats for a case study. A case study can:
 • be historical, with analysis of causes, consequences and what has been learned from the 

case; for example, learning about the role of the frontal lobe from investigating the case 
of Phineas Gage (Figure 1B–9)
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 • involve a real situation or a role-play  
of an imagined situation where 
plausible recommendations are to be 
made; for example, studying language 
acquisition due to neglect in the Genie 
‘the Wild Child’ case, where a child 
raised in social isolation and who 
suffered abuse did not develop speech 
until she was rescued.

 • be based around problem-solving 
where developing a new design, 
methodology or method is needed; 
for example, identifying a unique 
situation where a new process of 
treatment is required.

Case studies typically involve an 
individual or a small group of people and 
are used when it is only possible to have 
a limited number of participants, such as when looking at the effects of a rare experience 
or when it would be unethical or impossible to expose a person to a particular variable. 
For example, for research into a rare disorder such as fatal familial insomnia (a brain 
disorder characterised by an inability to sleep), it would be difficult to find a very large 
sample of eligible participants. Additionally, it would be unethical for a researcher to try 
to cause a person to develop fatal familial insomnia in order to study its effects. In a case 
study, the person or small group of people may undergo various tests, observations and 
questionnaires in order to collect data. 
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Table 1B–7 Strengths and limitations of case studies

Strengths Limitations
• Case studies are useful when a limited 

number of participants are available.
• They can be used to study experiences 

where it would be unethical or impossible 
to design and conduct a controlled 
experiment.

• They can provide rich qualitative data.
• They can act as a basis for further 

research.

• One person or a small group of people 
cannot be representative of a population, 
so results from a case study cannot be 
generalised to the population, and there is 
a low external validity.

• Researcher bias may influence the 
recording, collation and treatment of data.

• They may not be repeatable to gain more 
data or to test reliability of results.

• They are typically time consuming.

Figure 1B–9 Phineas Gage (1823–1860) was a US 
railway worker who experienced a traumatic brain 
injury in which a large iron rod was driven through 
his head, destroying much of his frontal lobe. The 
research on Gage involved a case study investigating 
the effects of frontal lobe damage on a person.

Classification and 
identification 
a type of 
investigation that 
involves arranging 
phenomena, 
objects or 
events into 
manageable sets, 
and recognising 
phenomena as 
belonging to a 
particular set or 
part of a new or 
unique set

Classification and identification
Classification and identification is another type of investigation methodology that involves 
two distinct components. Classification in research involves arranging phenomena, 
objects or events into manageable sets (Figure 1B–10). Identification involves recognising 
phenomena as belonging to a particular set or being part of a new or unique set. In 
psychology, classification is used for organising human behaviour, mental processes and 
events into common groupings with similar features, from which an individual’s experience 
can then be identified. 
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Classification and identification can help people in ways such as determining whether their 
experience is usual or unusual, and can lead to further research into areas of need. For example, 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders or DSM, is a classification system 
that groups together mental health disorders into categories based on similar characteristics, 
such as the experience of anxiety, psychosis or mood-related symptoms. 

Standardised classification allows for consistent identification using a common language; that 
is, based on rules. For example, using a common language helps the identification process to 
pinpoint a particular mental health disorder based on symptoms and allows a person to seek 
specific treatment for that disorder, at the exclusion of other similar disorders. 

Figure 1B–10 Classification involves arranging things such as the behaviour of people into sets, from 
which phenomena can later be identified.

 

Classification and identification can be used to determine learning difficulties in a child or 
behaviours that are considered abnormal for their age of development. Being able to classify 
a particular animal species as endangered allows countries to make laws that direct the 
behaviours of people. Being able to differentiate between agricultural pests allows farmers 
to use the right products to protect their crops. Classification and identification can allow 
us to make the correct decisions and predict expected behaviour.

Table 1B–8 Strengths and limitations of classification and identification

Strengths Limitations
• Classifications can allow for a narrowed 

focus of research.
• People identified as having a similar 

classification can feel a sense of 
belonging and support.

• Using classifications can allow for 
efficient processing of large amounts 
of information.

• Classifications can help make predictions 
and inferences.

• Labelling through identification can 
lead to stereotyping, prejudice or 
discrimination.

• Classifications may be based on 
subjective criteria.

• Large amounts of information are 
required to create classifications.

Correlational 
study 
a type of 
investigation 
that involves 
planned 
observation 
and recording 
of events and 
behaviours that 
have not been 
manipulated or 
controlled to 
understand the 
relationships 
or associations 
existing between 
variables, to 
identify which 
factors may 
be of greater 
importance, 
and to make 
predictions

Correlational study
A correlational study involves planned observation and recording of events and behaviours 
that have not been manipulated or controlled in order to:
 • understand the relationships or associations existing between variables
 • identify which factors may be of greater importance
 • make predictions.
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 Correlational studies describe the statistical association and 
strength of the relationship between two variables; however, 
the variables are not controlled by the experimenters. 
Therefore, correlational studies cannot find how changing 
one variable causes a change in another variable, and 
therefore a cause-and-effect relationship is not found as in 
controlled experiments.  

  Correlational studies collecting quantitative (numerical) 
data can present the relationship between the variables in a 
scatterplot, with three main interpretations (Figure 1B–12): 
•    A positive correlation demonstrates a relationship in 

which both variables together increase or decrease. For 
example, as an adult gets older, the likelihood of greying 
hair increases.  

•   A negative correlation demonstrates a relationship in 
which an increase in one variable results in a decrease in the other variable. For example, 
as an adult gets older, their memory ability tends to decline.  

•   A zero correlation demonstrates that there is no relationship between the variables. For 
example, as an adult gets older, the weather gets neither colder nor hotter.   

–1.00 –0.50 0 +0.50 +1.00

Negative correlation Zero correlation Positive correlation

Strong Moderate Weak Weak Moderate Strong
For example:

As an adult gets older, 
their memory ability tends 

to decline.

For example:
As an adult gets older, 

the weather gets neither 
hotter nor colder.

For example:
As an adult gets older, 
the likelihood of greying 

hair ir ir ncreases.

 Figure   1B–12   The strength of a correlation is described according to Pearson’s  r , which ranges 
from –1.00 to +1.00. 

  Figure   1B–11   Many mental health disorders have 
a bi-directional relationship with sleep trouble or 
sleep disorders, and there is a correlation between 
them.  

 The strength of a correlational relationship is measured by statistical tests to determine 
correlation coefficients such as Pearson’s  r  (Figure 1B–12). Correlation coefficients range 
from −1.00 (the strongest possible negative relationship) to +1.00 (the strongest possible 
positive relationship), and a zero correlation has a Pearson’s  r  value of 0. 

  For example, a researcher could use a correlational study to measure the extent of the 
relationship between happiness and the number of hours people spend at their job. 
Participants could complete a questionnaire in which they indicate the number of hours 
they work each week and their self-reported level of happiness on a scale of 1 to 10. 
Statistical analysis of the results might determine a negative correlation whereby an 
increased number of hours worked each week is associated with a decreased level of 
happiness. However, it could not be determined that working more caused a decrease in 
happiness because many other variables could affect happiness that were not controlled for, 
such as the type of job the participants were working in. 

PPS
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Fieldwork
Fieldwork is a type of investigation methodology that involves collecting information 
by observing and interacting with a selected environment. Often the environment is a 
real-life setting (Figure 1B–13), rather than a controlled laboratory setting, and can be 
based on enquiry or the investigation of an issue. Usually a correlation between variables 
is being sought, rather than a 
cause-and-effect relationship, 
because extraneous variables are 
not being controlled. Fieldwork 
may be conducted through a 
range of methods, including direct 
qualitative and/or quantitative 
observations and sampling, 
participant observation, qualitative 
interviews, questionnaires, focus 
groups and yarning circles. Each of 
these methods will be discussed, and 
they each have their own strengths 
and limitations.

Table 1B–9 Strengths and limitations of correlational studies

Strengths Limitations
• The direction and strength of a relationship 

between variables can be determined using a 
correlational study.

• They can be used to gather initial information that 
is investigated further or to research behaviours 
where controlled experiments cannot be used for 
practical or ethical reasons.

• Observation of real-life behaviours with no 
manipulation of variables may result in behaviours 
that are more natural.

• Secondary data can be used.
• If a relationship between two variables is determined, 

the value of one variable can then be used to predict 
the value of the other variable.

• They can be used to determine the repeatability, 
reproducibility and validity of measurements, and 
they are often high in external validity.

• Extra procedures to control for extraneous variables 
are not needed.

• Correlation does not equal or imply causation, so 
even if a strong relationship is determined, you 
cannot assume that one variable causes a change 
in the other.

• The relationship is bi-directional, and you cannot 
determine which variable has more influence.

• A large amount of data is required. 
• As extraneous variables are not controlled for, you 

cannot determine that there was not an influence 
of a third variable, meaning there is a low internal 
validity.

Check-in questions – Set 4
1 What does a controlled experiment aim to find out?
2 When would a researcher choose to use a case study instead of a controlled experiment?
3 What is the difference between classification and identification?
4 When is a correlational study used instead of a controlled experiment?

Fieldwork 
a type of 
investigation 
that involves 
collecting 
information 
through 
observing and 
interacting 
with a selected 
environment

Figure 1B–13 Fieldwork often involves observing 
behaviour in real-life settings.
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Direct observations and sampling
Fieldwork using direct observations and sampling involves watching and recording participant 
behaviour, including how they interact with their environment, typically without interference 
or intervention from the researcher. Qualitative and quantitative data can be collected, and 
data sampling methods determine the acquisition of a representative sample through:
 •  time sampling (e.g. only recording behaviour over a particular time interval, such as 

recording student behaviour for only one minute out of every 10 minutes in class)
 •  event sampling (e.g. only recording the behaviour when a specific event occurs, such as 

recording how many students react to a teacher asking a question in class)
 • situational sampling (e.g. recording the same behaviour over multiple circumstances, 

such as recording student and teacher interactions in class, in the playground and at the 
bus bay after school). 

Participant observation
Fieldwork conducted through participant observation involves the researcher becoming 
an active participant in the group that is being studied, either in a disguised way, where the 
researcher is ‘undercover’ posing as a genuine member of the group, or in an overt way, 
where the researcher’s participation is not concealed, and the participants are aware of the 
researcher’s identity and presence. 

Participant observation allows the researcher to guide the direction of the study and 
prompt in-depth and honest discussions that may have been impossible to access by an 
outsider. For example, in a well-known experiment, psychiatrist David Rosenhan pretended 
to be ‘insane’ by simulating psychiatric symptoms such as hallucinations and was admitted 
to a psychiatric hospital. Once admitted, Rosenhan observed the behaviours of hospital 
staff and other patients under the guise of being a patient himself. 

Interviews, questionnaires, focus groups and yarning circles
Fieldwork conducted through interviews, questionnaires, focus groups and yarning circles 
involve self-report methods where the participant responds to questions and statements 
about the way they think, feel and behave. 

Interviews consist of structured 
or unstructured questions that 
are answered verbally by the 
participant. Interviews can 
be conducted face to face, by 
phone, or by video conference, 
and the responses are recorded 
by the interviewer. Interviews 
allow participants to give more 
emphasis and elaborate on 
certain points, and participants 
can use their own words to 
describe their experiences. For 
example, an interview on mobile 
phone preferences might include 
questions such as ‘Explain why 
Android is your preferred mobile 
phone operating system’. 

Figure 1B–14 Student leaders and captains are often 
interviewed for their opinion on school-related issues.
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Questionnaires are a set of structured, written, open- or close-ended questions that are 
answered in a set format. They can be conducted face to face, on paper, online or by phone. 
For example, a questionnaire on mobile phone preferences might include questions such as 
‘Select your preferred mobile phone operating system: Android or iOS’, or ‘How many years 
have you owned Android devices?’ or ‘What is the model of your current mobile phone?’

Focus groups involve a trained moderator conducting a collective interview of multiple 
participants. Focus groups allow for dialogue and dynamic interaction between participants 
to gather a rich understanding of the perspectives, opinions, ideas and beliefs of the group. 
For example, a school may conduct a focus group with eight students from different year 
levels to determine their perspectives on using either tablets or laptops for schoolwork. 

Yarning circles are a culturally informed alternative to focus groups. They are used to 
explore topics with Indigenous participants through reciprocal dialogue, storytelling and 
informal conversations to provide an insight into the Indigenous participants’ thoughts 
and feelings about a topic. Yarning circles have been used by Indigenous peoples for 
centuries to learn from the collective group, build respectful relationships and pass on 
cultural knowledge. Yarning provides an opportunity to speak in a non-judgemental place 
where inclusion, respect and collaboration are of most importance. In a yarning circle, 
verbal statements can be a word, sentence or longer explanation, and can aid a scientific 
investigation to collect information in a culturally respectful manner. For example, a 
yarning circle could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of a new youth sporting program 
aimed at increasing student attendance at a high school in an Indigenous community.

Through these different methods of fieldwork, researchers can gather a wide range of data 
on a person’s own experiences, behaviour, attitudes, beliefs and opinions, particularly ones 
that may be difficult or impossible to observe.

Table 1B–10 Strengths and limitations of fieldwork

Strengths Limitations
• Information on sensitive topics can 

be obtained using fieldwork.
• A large amount of quantitative data can 

be gathered in a questionnaire in less 
time than for a controlled experiment.

• Participant anonymity in questionnaires 
can reduce dishonest or biased answers.

• Rich qualitative responses can be 
obtained in the participant’s own words.

• Natural settings are more likely to show 
behaviour that reflects real life.

• If participants are unaware that they are 
being studied, there is no change in their 
behaviour due to their belief of how they 
are expected to behave.

• Fieldwork can be used when it would be 
impossible or unethical to investigate by 
controlled experimental methods.

• Fieldwork can help to gain insight into 
existing data or behaviours that were 
not expected.

• Observed behaviour is subjective and 
open to interpretation and bias by 
the researcher.

• Fieldwork is prone to social desirability 
bias, whereby participants respond in a 
way that they think they should respond, 
particularly if the researcher is present.

• In questionnaires, interviews, focus 
groups and yarning circles, participant 
responses may be inaccurate because 
of dishonesty, memory issues, difficulty 
communicating, language abilities or 
misunderstanding the question.

• Qualitative data can be difficult to 
summarise.

• Interviews, focus groups and yarning 
circles can be time consuming.

• There is minimal control over 
extraneous variables and results may 
not be replicable.

• There are ethical concerns with the lack 
of informed consent in some cases.
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Literature review
A literature review involves collating and analysing secondary data findings and/or viewpoints. 
The findings can come from multiple published sources, including scholarly books and 
journal articles (Figure 1B–15). Literature reviews combine theories and results that evaluate 
a body of literature to answer a research question, provide background information to help 
explain observed events or provide a starting point for primary data collection. 

Literature review 
a type of 
investigation 
that involves 
collating and 
analysing 
secondary data 
findings and 
viewpoints

Secondary data 
data obtained 
second hand 
through research 
conducted by 
another person 
for another 
purpose

Primary data 
data collected 
through first-
hand research 
for an intended 
purpose

Figure 1B–15 To gather a wide range of information when writing your literature review, you can use 
a variety of books, publications and scientific journals.

  

Literature reviews do not present new research but are comprehensive and critical reviews 
that provide an overview on current understanding in a particular area of interest. Multiple 
sources are compared and critiqued, and relevant information is summarised by:
 • discussing how knowledge has evolved over time
 • acknowledging what research has already been completed
 • highlighting the key researchers and evaluating their methodologies
 • identifying areas of controversy
 • describing what knowledge is currently accepted 
 • identifying emerging knowledge trends or gaps in current research to justify a proposed 

investigation.

A literature review is conducted over three main steps in which researchers:
 • find the key literature relevant to their topic of investigation
 • review and analyse the literature 
 • synthesise and organise the literature into a logical order so they can then write 

the review. 

Literature reviews can be presented in different ways or for different purposes. They can 
form part of the introduction section of a larger work or stand alone as a separate full-
length journal article. A stand-alone literature review is usually structured into three main 
sections: introduction, body and conclusion. The body typically contains subheadings to 
organise the various parts of the review. 
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Table 1B–11 Strengths and limitations of literature reviews

Strengths Limitations 
• A literature review can determine what 

is already known and whether there is a 
solid foundation of knowledge, based on 
multiple sources.

• They help introduce existing 
understanding and context for primary 
research.

• They can identify expert researchers in 
the field.

• They identify gaps in current understanding 
and areas for future research.

• They identify methodologies that have 
been successful or not successful at 
generating significant findings.

• Key studies may be missed if the search 
criteria or focus of a review is too narrow, 
resulting in a review that lacks depth.

• A selection bias in the chosen studies 
may result in the review being 
unrepresentative of current understanding 
or provide unbalanced conclusions.

• A literature review may not comment on 
the validity of the original research or how 
the studies were selected, resulting in 
the reader being unable to determine the 
quality of each study within the review, or 
the review as a whole.

• Literature reviews may describe multiple 
studies but lack a deeper analysis of the 
individual studies.

• Only secondary data is acquired.

Modelling and simulation
In psychology, modelling is an investigation methodology that involves constructing and/or 
manipulating a physical or conceptual model of a system. Once a model is made, a simulation 
uses the model to replicate and study the behaviour of a real or theoretical system.

Models are made to replicate a small or large physical object, or to represent a 
system involving concepts that help people know, understand or simulate the system 
(Figure 1B–16). Simulations then aim to imitate the real experience. Modelling and 
simulations are useful for studying psychological concepts that cannot logistically or 
ethically be tested in controlled experiments because of complexity, size, speed, accessibility 
or danger. For example, it is important to know how a new aeroplane pilot responds in 
emergency situations; however, it would not be ethical to put a new pilot directly into real 
and dangerous situations. By creating a model of an emergency in-flight situation, a pilot 
can practise their responses and skills safely. Also, investigators can compare the responses 
of multiple pilots by using the same controlled simulation testing conditions. Mice and rats 
are often used as models for the human condition before human trials are possible, such as 
in the study of neuroscience and addiction.

Simulations can take various formats. For example, virtual reality technology can simulate 
therapeutic procedures, or simulated people in a simulated environment can be used to 
create a model of the transmission rates of COVID-19 and then the predicted outcomes can 
be simulated by various transmission prevention strategies. 

Modelling and simulation can precisely replicate events. For example, researchers can 
construct a computational model of a complex neurological medical case that requires 
brain surgery, then use simulation technology to safely practise the surgical procedure with 
the actual equipment. This can help reveal problems in surgical procedures, equipment and 
techniques before they are used in real life.

Modelling and simulation are useful in psychology because of the complex interaction 
of factors that influence behaviour that a controlled experiment may not take into 
consideration. An ongoing study called the Blue Brain Project aims to create the first 
computer simulation of the entire rodent brain.  

Modelling 
a type of 
investigation in 
which a physical 
or conceptual 
model is 
constructed and/
or manipulated 
to simulate a 
system

Simulation 
a type of 
investigation 
that uses 
a model to 
replicate and 
study the 
behaviour of a 
system
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Figure 1B–16 Creating a model and then simulating its use can help to safely investigate new 
techniques or tools.

  

Researchers have modelled a group of neurons that make up a small functional part of a 
mouse’s brain known as a neocortical column, thought to be responsible for conscious 
thought. The aim is to expand the model to a full mouse brain which can then be used to 
simulate the mammalian brain and identify the fundamental principles of brain structure 
and function.

Models can help advance our understanding of psychology as well as our ability to predict 
probable occurrences. Researchers created a mathematical model of consciousness and, by 
using simulations, could anticipate and explain cognitive processes such as decision-making 
as well as behavioural reactions. The model was used to experiment with different cases of 
psychological illnesses.
Table 1B–12 Strengths and limitations of modelling and simulation

Strengths Limitations
• Modelling can allow unobservable events to be 

visualised.
• Once established, a computer simulation can run 

quickly with multiple trials in a short amount of time, 
including events that would usually be long running.

• Modelling and simulation can be used to safely 
study new devices, therapies or treatments that 
would be too dangerous or unethical or logistically 
impossible to conduct in controlled experiments.

• Simulations can allow us to predict future events 
and ‘what if’ situations.

• Modelling and simulations can test a product 
before it is created.

• A large amount of valid source data may be needed 
in the creation of a model.

• Computer simulations require precise, consistent 
statistical analysis in order to function accurately as 
a valid, repeatable and replicable measure.

• A psychological theory may be well understood but 
difficult to apply as a working model.

• Simulations are not the real thing and people 
may respond differently in real life, so simulations 
involve assumptions about behaviour that lower 
external validity because of artificiality.

• Complex models and simulations may be expensive.

LINK
2A PROCESSING 
AND ANALYSING 
DATA

Product, process and system development
Product, process and system development in research involves the design of a product, a process 
or a system to meet a human need. These may involve technological applications in addition to 
scientific knowledge and procedures.

Constant advances in technology and scientific understanding mean that researchers can 
review the effectiveness of current products, processes and systems in order to find solutions 
that best aid people to function most effectively. This principle applies to all aspects of life, 
and some examples of general applications, and applications in psychology, now follow.

Product, process 
and system 
development 
a type of 
investigation in 
which a product, 
a process or 
a system is 
designed to meet 
a human need
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Examples of the development of new products and improvement of existing ones: 
 • the continued development of reusable bags, coffee cups and drink bottles has allowed more 

Australians to reduce their plastic waste and move towards a healthier and safer environment
 • developments in wearable technology mean we can track our sleep and movement 24/7
 • AI-powered chatbots can provide virtual support for our mental wellbeing
 • recent developments in electroencephalography (EEG) technology to produce portable 

and relatively cheap EEG devices mean a wider range of people can now monitor real-
time brain activity. EEG headsets can be used for everyday functions, such as monitoring 
drowsiness of long-haul drivers or mining machine workers to reduce fatigue-related 
accidents, or to monitor the brain activity of elite athletes. 

The design of a process that meets the need of people can help streamline a series of events 
into a logical order. This can improve repeatability, efficiency and predictability in many 
aspects of life. For example, reliable processes are important for:
 • making laws safely and ethically
 • enabling safe and ethical organ donations
 • developing and trialling new drugs so they can be safely used by the public.

The development of new processes or refinement of current processes can help fill a gap in 
providing for people’s needs or solve an existing problem.

Systems allow for the structure and organisation of multiple parts working together, in 
order to have an efficient framework for behaviour. Having ‘the right systems in place’ 
improves productivity and enhances the wellbeing of people. For example:
 • the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders gives health professionals a 

reliable structure for diagnosing mental illness in patients
 • in 2021, the World Health Organization created a system for naming the emerging 

coronavirus strains according to the Greek alphabet instead the places where they were 
discovered (Figure 1B–17). This system has helped reduce the geographical stigma and 
discrimination that was observed in the first year of the pandemic.

Figure 1B–17 New products such as prosthetic limbs, new processes such as methods to safely 
transport organ donations, and new systems such as ways to classifying the coronavirus strains have 
been developed to meet the ever-changing needs of humans.
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Section 1B questions
1 In the following research scenarios, describe the population and sample, and identify 

and explain the type of sampling technique used.
a Mrs Ally is the Year 11 Coordinator at Ferny High School and wants to find out how 

students are coping with the increased amount of homework coming into Year 11 
compared to Year 10. She prints the school photos of all 270 students in Year 11, 
cuts them up, and places them into a box. Without looking, she selects 50 photos and 
emails these students a short questionnaire to complete. 

b A chocolate company wants to test whether consumers can tell the difference 
between their brand of chocolate and their competitor’s. The company thinks that 
children might prefer their brand but adults would prefer the competitor’s chocolate, 
so they need to ensure that children and adults are both represented proportionally 
in their study. They obtain 100 participants.

c A local Melbourne council is gathering data from people who use a new park in 
the community. The council wishes to find out people’s opinions on the new park’s 
facilities. A researcher stands at the park’s entry gate and surveys 55 people between 
the ages of 18 and 65 who come to the park one weekend.

2 Current Australian Census data states that the percentage of females and males in 
Victoria is 51% and 49% respectively. In a stratified sample of 100 participants from 
Victoria, how many males and females should there be? 

3 An optometrist wants to test a new glasses lens coating that she has created to help 
reduce the glare from lights at night-time. She seeks out 150 participants to test the 
effectiveness of the old lens coating compared to the new coating. Participants are 
randomly assigned to wearing glasses with either the new coating or the old coating. 
They then complete a driving simulation under different lighting conditions while 
connected to a device that measures how much they squint. 
a Justify why this study is an example of a controlled experiment, and outline one 

strength and one limitation of using this type of investigation for this study.
b Justify why the investigation design used in this study is classified as between subjects.
c Explain how the researcher could use a within subjects investigation design in this 

study, and why it would be beneficial.
d Explain why a case study is not an appropriate investigation methodology to use for 

this study.
4 A local basketball club wants to increase the number of players that attend their end-of-

season awards function. The function is currently held at the basketball stadium and the 
club thinks that moving the function to a local trampoline park will make more players 
want to attend. 

 Outline how the club could use fieldwork questionnaires and interviews to source data 
on the players’ opinions of their end-of-season functions.

5 Provide an example of a health-related study that could be completed using the 
modelling and simulation investigation methodology.

6 Create a table to compare one strength and one limitation of a controlled experiment 
and a correlational study.
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Safety and ethical understanding
Study Design:
Comply with safety and ethical guidelines
• Demonstrate ethical conduct and apply 

ethical guidelines when undertaking and 
reporting investigations

• Demonstrate safe laboratory practices 
when planning and conducting 
investigations by using risk assessments 
that are informed by safety data sheets 
(SDS), and accounting for risks

• Apply relevant occupational health and 
safety guidelines while undertaking 
practical investigations

• Analyse and evaluate psychological 
issues using relevant ethical concepts 
and guidelines, including the influence 
of social, economic, legal and political 
factors relevant to the selected issue

Glossary:
Beneficence
Confidentiality
Debriefing
Deception in research
Ethical concepts
Ethical guidelines
Informed consent procedures
Integrity
Justice
Non-maleficence
Occupational health and 

safety (OHS)
Respect
Risk assessment
Safety data sheet (SDS)
Voluntary participation
Withdrawal rights

1C

ENGAGE
Examples of unethical research
Psychological and medical research use animal and 
human subjects, and are therefore probably the two 
disciplines with the most examples of unethical 
research in the past. In addition to the notoriously cruel 
experiments carried out by Nazi German and Japanese 
authorities in the twentieth century, there are many 
other examples, including in Australia. For example, in 
2000 the University of Adelaide apologised for scientific 
experiments conducted on Aboriginal peoples in the 
1920s and 1930s that were deemed ‘degrading and, in 
some cases, barbarous’.

Some of the historical psychological research you may 
encounter in this course would be considered unethical 
today, although this may not be apparent until you 
consider the details of the methodology. Examples are 
the Little Albert studies, the Bobo doll experiment, the 
Stanford Prison experiment, and the Milgram experiment. 
Some of these experiments have been made widely known 
to the general public through films (Figure 1C–1).

Although examples of specific unethical research are not assessed as part of this course, 
you may be asked questions that require you to determine what might be unethical 
about certain research scenarios. You may gain some insights by reading about examples 
of unethical research in psychology. As always, consider the reliability and reputation of 
any sources you find. 

Figure 1C–1 The Milgram 
experiment was infamous 
enough for a 2015 movie, 
Experimenter, to be made 
about its lead researcher, 
Stanley Milgram.
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EXPLAIN
Ethical concepts in psychological issues
Ethical understanding is critical when conducting and analysing research, but also when 
evaluating psychological issues that are relevant to society. It is important to have an ethical 
understanding to consider the implications of investigations, use integrity and reach a 
position on science-related ethical issues. There is a need to recognise the importance 
of values, and social, economic, political and legal factors in responsible science-related 
decision-making. For example, when investigating the issue of global mental health, it 
is relevant to consider factors such as government policies; socio-economic status; the 
relationship between mental health, poverty and debt; human rights, funding and the 
economic burden of disease; the various risks for children and youth; and the impact of the 
criminal justice system.

Some general ethical concepts can be considered when analysing and evaluating the ethical 
and moral aspects of conduct in relation to psychological issues. These concepts are general 
in nature and are separate from any codes, legislation and ethical guidelines that apply to 
the ethical conduct of psychological investigations. These ethical concepts are integrity, 
justice, beneficence, non-maleficence and respect. 

Integrity
Integrity is the commitment to searching for knowledge and understanding and the honest 
reporting of all sources of information and results.

Whether results are favourable or unfavourable to the initial intentions of a study, a 
researcher has an obligation to report them truthfully in a way that permits scrutiny and 
contributes to public knowledge and understanding. Findings should be published even if 
they are negative or inconclusive. The actions of researchers and practising psychologists 
should be consistent with their internal core values core values, and these practitioners and 
researchers should maintain accountability for their actions. When reporting the results 
of an investigation, researchers should provide a complete and accurate representation 
of the facts, without manipulation, fabrication or misconduct. For example, in 2011, a 
Dutch psychologist Diederik Stapel was found to have manipulated data and fabricated 
experiments that were then used in at least 30 published, peer-reviewed papers. After 
this case was investigated, it was recommended that there should be a ‘research integrity’ 
moderator within research departments to monitor for such behaviour. 

Justice
Justice involves the moral obligation to ensure that competing claims are considered fairly, 
that there is no unfair burden on a particular group from an action, and that there is fair 
distribution and access to the benefits of an action. 

Justice means ensuring the right to be treated fairly, such as equal access to psychological 
treatment regardless of age, place of residence, social status, culture or disability. However, 
treating all people equally is not always fair, and therefore justice means ensuring people’s 
differences are also accounted for. For example, providing all participants, including those 
who are blind or have low vision, with a written informed consent form would be ‘equal’, but 
providing participants with the form in Braille or having the information read out verbally 
would be considered fair.

Ethical concepts 
general ethical 
considerations 
used to analyse 
the ethical and 
moral aspects 
of conduct 
surrounding 
psychological 
issues and 
psychological 
investigations

Integrity 
an ethical 
concept 
involving the 
commitment to 
searching for 
knowledge and 
understanding 
and the honest 
reporting of 
all sources of 
information 
and results

VIDEO 1C–1 
ETHICAL 
CONCEPTS

Justice 
an ethical 
concept 
involving fair 
consideration 
of competing 
claims, no unfair 
burden on a 
particular group, 
and fair access 
to benefits of 
an action
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  There is a responsibility to ensure all 
people have the right to access advances 
in psychology such as knowledge acquired 
from research and the distribution of 
benefits and resources. This could mean 
selecting an appropriate format for 
reporting the research outcomes. Denying a 
person a benefit they are entitled to without 
good reason would be considered unjust. 

 The process of recruiting participants 
should be fair in terms of the selection, 
exclusion and inclusion of categories of 
research participants, and there should be 
no unfair burden on the participant. For 
example, some groups of people are at risk 

of being exposed to ‘over research’ because only a small number of people form that group 
or because they are easily available, such as those confined to psychiatric hospitals, those 
who are terminally ill, or those from a small, minority ethnic group.  

  Beneficence and non-maleficence 
Beneficence   is the commitment to maximising benefits and minimising the risks and harms. 
This is important in psychology when taking a particular position or completing a course 
of action, such as a research investigation. A benefit is something of positive value, such as 
contributing to psychological knowledge, and improving individual and societal wellbeing, 
and it is important that all actions are in the best interest of others. 

Non-maleficence   means to avoid causing harm. Determining a position or conducting 
scientific research in psychology may lead to a degree of harm or discomfort, so it is 
necessary that the possible harm resulting from any position or course of action is 
scientifically justifiable and is not disproportionate to the possible benefits.  

 Harm can include physical harm such as injury, psychological harm such as distress, social 
harm such as discrimination, economic harm such as costs, and legal harm such as criminal 
conduct. The primary concern is to do no harm, and any acceptable level of harm must be 
kept to a minimum.  

 The two ethical concepts of beneficence and non-maleficence can be considered together, 
in an understanding that one must act in a manner that promotes the benefit to others, 
while also minimising the harm to others. 

 Before a research investigation starts, an assessment of risk is made. This includes 
determining the likelihood and severity of the harm, and the short-term and longer-term 
risks and benefits. The researcher must always prioritise participants’ wellbeing. These 
risks and benefits may affect the participants directly, but also their families, the wider 
community or particular groups they identify with.  

 To maintain ethical compliance, the benefit of the research must outweigh or justify any 
participant discomfort. For example, a person with severe form of an illness might choose 
to participate in a clinical trial for a new treatment; however, a person with a less severe 
form might not. In a clinical example, a person considering electroconvulsive therapy for 
the treatment of major depression would weigh up the benefits of potentially reducing their 

  Figure   1C–2   The ethical concept of justice means ensuring people’s 
differences are accounted for.  

   Beneficence  
 an ethical 
concept 
involving the 
commitment 
to maximising 
benefits and 
minimising 
risks and harms 

  Non-maleficence  
 an ethical 
concept 
involving the 
avoidance of 
causing harm  
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symptoms against the risk of memory loss. During an investigation, if the balance tips so 
that the benefits do not outweigh the risks, then the risks are no longer justified, and the 
research must be stopped and reassessed.   

  respect 
 The ethical concept of   respect   involves considering the value of living things, giving due 
regard, and considering the capacity of living things to make their own decisions. 

 To have consideration of the value of living things means to respect the extent to which a 
person or animal has an:
• intrinsic value, which is value for its own sake, in its own right
• instrumental value, which is value as a means to an end, resulting in some final intrinsic 

value.

For example, this would mean understanding that each person has worth in and of 
themselves, and that their value is not just as a participant in a study without any dignity.  

 Giving due regard to both an individual and the wider collective involves explicitly 
considering their welfare, liberty and autonomy, beliefs, perceptions, customs and cultural 
heritage. This means respecting a person’s need to be treated in their best possible interest, 
according to their individual characteristics and with respect to their cultural sensitivities. 

 Researchers need to consider the capacity of living things to make their own decisions, 
such as a person determining their participation in research. When animals are involved, 
or when people have a diminished capacity to make their own decisions, such as due to age, 
intellectual ability or level of consciousness, they must be empowered where possible and 
protected as necessary.  

   respect  
 an ethical 
concept 
involving the 
consideration 
of the value of 
living things, 
giving due 
regard, and 
consideration of 
the capacity of 
living things to 
make their own 
decisions  

   Figure   1C–3   The ethical concept of respect involves considering the value of an individual in their 
own right. This also includes protecting the welfare of animals.   

   Check-in questions – Set 1   
    1  What is integrity as an ethical concept?  
   2  What is justice as an ethical concept?  
   3  What is the difference between beneficence and non-maleficence?   
   4  What is respect as an ethical concept?   
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Ethical guidelines in research investigations
In Australia, researchers using human participants in an investigation must follow the 
ethical guidelines set out by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) 
in their document the ‘National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research’, to 
ensure the protection and welfare of all participants in research. This document can be 
found and downloaded through an Internet search.

Human research ethics committees are 
involved throughout all stages of an 
investigation to ensure that researchers are 
following the mandated ethical guidelines. 
Ethics committees are responsible for 
approving research before it begins. The 
committee considers the level of risk 
of harm to participants, including the 
likelihood and severity of harm. Research is 
ethically acceptable only when its potential 
benefits justify any risks in the research. 
Once a proposal is accepted, an ethics 
committee will monitor the duration of the 
study to ensure the researchers continue to 
follow all ethical responsibilities. 

A researcher must follow the NHMRC 
guidelines and ensure that their proposed 

research has merit and reflects the overarching ethical concepts of integrity, justice, 
beneficence, non-maleficence and respect.

Once an investigation begins, the researcher must follow several additional ethical 
guidelines that are specifically relevant to research, to ensure participants’ rights are met 
while they are involved. These guidelines include confidentiality, voluntary participation, 
informed consent, withdrawal rights, use of deception and debriefing.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality means ensuring that the participants remain anonymous, and their personal 
information is kept private, protected and secure throughout the study. Participants have 
the right for their details to remain 
confidential. For example, a participant’s 
name should not be included with their 
published results. Instead, participants 
may be de-identified and data should 
be coded to allow each participant to 
remain anonymous. The exception to 
this would be when consent is explicitly 
given to allow data to be shared; for 
example, in video recordings where 
identity cannot be hidden. If researchers 
plan to share personal data, they should 
inform participants during the consent 
process, and let them know how their 
data will be used. 

Ethical 
guidelines 
guidelines that 
ensure the 
protection and 
welfare of all 
participants in 
research

Figure 1C–4 A research ethics committee should include people with 
a variety of expertise to best represent the ethical interests of the 
participants.

Confidentiality 
an ethical 
guideline 
that ensures 
participants 
remain 
anonymous, and 
their personal 
information is 
kept private, 
protected and 
secure throughout 
the study

Figure 1C–5 Participant information such as 
medical tests collected during studies must be 
de-identified and kept private.
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Voluntary participation
Voluntary participation ensures that each participant freely agrees to participate in a study, 
with no pressure or coercion. It is common and acceptable for participants to be paid or 
receive compensation for their involvement in a study if it is deemed proportionate to the 
burden of the research. However, the payment must not be used to persuade a person to 
participate or persuade them to take undue risks. Additionally, participants must not be 
disadvantaged if they decide not to participate. For example, a university must not force 
students to be involved in a study in order to pass their university course.

Informed consent procedures
Informed consent procedures are conducted before a study begins, where participants agree 
to participate in the research after they have received all the details of the investigation 
including the nature and purpose, methods of data collection and potential risks. Participants 
usually receive this information in a written document that they must sign as their agreement 
to participate. Participant consent should be based on a sufficient understanding of their 
involvement requirements, and the possibilities for psychological or physical risk.

Informed consent is also the stage when participants are told about their withdrawal rights 
and confidentiality rights, and a researcher must provide an opportunity for participants to 
discuss the provided information and ask questions.

Participants who are under the age of 18 or who lack the capacity to consent for themselves, 
such as someone with a severe intellectual disability, cannot legally give consent for 
themselves and must have a parent or legal guardian read and sign the informed consent 
on their behalf. However, researchers must still attempt to obtain informed consent as 
far as practically possible from these groups. In all cases, it is necessary for informed 
consent forms to be written in plain language that the participant can understand. See the 
Interactive Textbook for an example of an informed consent form.

Withdrawal rights
Withdrawal rights ensure that participants are free to discontinue their involvement in a 
study without receiving a penalty. Once a participant begins a study, they cannot be forced 
to continue if they want to stop. They can withdraw their involvement during the study or 
withdraw their results after the study has concluded. Withdrawal rights should be outlined 
to participants in the informed consent process so that they are aware of their rights before 
agreeing to begin the study.

use of deception in research
Deception in research involves withholding the 
true nature of the study from participants if 
their knowledge of the true purpose may affect 
their behaviour and the subsequent validity of 
the investigation. Sometimes it is necessary to 
not tell the participants exactly what is going 
to happen in a study. For example, if you tell a 
group of children that their ability to follow the 
rules of a game is going to be measured, then 
this might cause the children to behave in a way 
that is different from normal. Instead, you could 
tell the children that the study will be measuring 
something else inconsequential, such as how 
often a particular score comes up. 

Voluntary 
participation 
an ethical 
guideline 
ensuring that 
each participant 
freely agrees to 
participate in 
a study, with 
no pressure or 
coercion

Informed consent 
procedures 
an ethical 
guideline 
conducted before 
a study begins 
– participants 
agree to 
participate 
after they have 
received all the 
details of the 
study, including 
the purpose, 
procedures and 
potential risks

Withdrawal rights 
an ethical 
guideline that 
ensures the 
participants 
are free to 
discontinue their 
involvement in 
a study at any 
point during 
or after the 
conclusion of the 
study, without 
receiving any 
penalty

Deception in 
research 
an ethical 
guideline 
involving 
withholding the 
true nature of 
the study from 
participants, 
when their 
knowledge of 
the true purpose 
may affect their 
behaviour and 
subsequent 
validity of the 
investigation

Figure 1C–6 In an investigation into the 
themes of children’s drawings, the children 
may instead be told that the researchers are 
observing their painting skills, in order to 
prevent any change to their natural behaviour.
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 Deception brings up issues about informed consent and is discouraged in psychological 
research; however, it is allowed if the benefits are sufficient to justify the deception, when 
there is no alternative method, when there is no risk of harm to participants, and when 
debriefing procedures at the conclusion of the investigation clarify the true nature of 
the study and the reason for deception. Informed consent forms should also outline the 
possibility of the use of deception in the study. 

  Debriefing 
Debriefing   is conducted at the end of the study and is when participants are informed of the 
true aims, results and conclusions of the study. Debriefing includes answering any questions, 
clarifying misunderstandings or deception, and providing support to ensure no lasting harm 
occurs to participants. During debriefing procedures, the participants are told of the findings 
and conclusions of the study, and informed that they may have access to their own results. 
It is also an opportunity to provide participants with additional contact details if they want 
further information and to provide them with counselling services should they need them.  

  Research involving Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples 
 In addition to the ethical guidelines already described in this section, any research involving 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples should also follow additional guidelines to 
ensure their wellbeing and that they are also able to benefit from the research.  

 In 2018, the NHMRC developed the document ‘Ethical Conduct in Research with 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and Communities: Guidelines for Researchers 
and Stakeholders’. These guidelines define six core values: spirit and integrity, cultural 
continuity, equity, reciprocity, respect, and responsibility. These values ensure that all 
research conducted with or for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples is conducted 
ethically, with the aim of improving the way all researchers work with First Australians, 
developing and/or strengthening their research capabilities, and enhancing their rights as 
researchers, research partners, collaborators and participants in research. Additionally, 
dedicated ethics committees representing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander focused 
organisations are required to oversee these studies.   

 Worksheet 1C–2 in the Interactive Textbook provides an information research activity with 
links to the NHMRC guidelines and further resources on this topic. 

   Debriefing  
 an ethical guideline 
involving provision 
of information to 
participants at the 
end of the study, 
including the 
true aims, results 
and conclusions, 
and answering 
any questions, 
clarifying 
misunderstandings 
or deception, and 
providing support
to ensure no
lasting harm  

Responsibility

Spirit and
integrity

Reciprocity

Cultural
continuity

Respect

Equity

   Figure   1C–7   The NHMRC’s document ‘Ethical Conduct in Research with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples and Communities: Guidelines for Researchers and Stakeholders’ outlines the six 
core values shown on the left.   
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Safety in research investigations
In addition to following all ethical considerations, when planning and conducting 
investigations at school, you must demonstrate safe laboratory practices, follow 
occupational health and safety guidelines, and account for risks by using risk assessments 
that are informed by safety data sheets (SDS).

Occupational health and safety 
(OHS) refers to issues of health, 
safety and welfare that must be 
protected in a workplace. When 
conducting investigations in 
VCE Psychology, you should 
adhere to the rules and 
guidelines provided by your 
teacher to ensure that everyone 
remains safe.

OHS guidelines should be 
at the forefront of risk 
management when planning an 
investigation. risk assessment 
is a process that considers, 
identifies and reduces physical 
and psychological risk. As 
with research conducted 
in real life, teachers and 
students conducting practical 
investigations in schools 
must ensure that there is 
no harm to participants or 
other people involved. A risk 

assessment allows you to assess the likelihood of each possible risk and its consequences 
before identifying a way to control the risk. Risks could involve things such as hazards in 
the physical surroundings, hazards formed from the activity or equipment, and hazardous 
substances such as chemicals. When you are using chemical substances, you should review 
the relevant safety data sheet (SDS) as part of the risk assessment. SDSs are documents that 
provide important information about the substance, such as its ingredients, precautionary 
statements and first aid measures. See the Interactive Textbook for examples of a risk 
assessment template and associated risk matrix chart and an SDS.

Occupational 
health and 
safety (OHS) 
issues of 
health, safety 
and welfare 
that must be 
protected in a 
workplace

risk assessment 
a process 
involving the 
consideration, 
identification 
and reduction 
of physical and 
psychological risk

Safety data 
sheet (SDS) 
a document 
that provides all 
the important 
information about 
a substance, 
such as its 
ingredients, 
precautionary 
statements and 
first aid measures

Figure 1C–8 When conducting scientific investigations, it is 
important to follow all health and safety guidelines.
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Check-in questions – Set 2
1 What is involved in maintaining the ethical guideline of confidentiality?
2 What does voluntary participation mean?
3 When does informed consent occur?
4 What are three things included in an informed consent form?
5 When can a participant withdraw from a controlled experiment?
6 Why might deception be used in research?
7 When does debriefing occur and what is its purpose?
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Section 1C questions
1 A researcher is formulating a new drug for migraines and needs participants for a 

clinical trial. They stick up fliers about their research in a doctor’s clinic, so patients can 
take a flier if they want to participate. Ten adults volunteer for the study. During the 
trial, one participant feels the medication is not working and decides they want to stop 
the study. The researcher tells this participant that if they continue the study, then they 
will receive some free medical supplies, so they decide to continue. The researcher has 
an overseas colleague who is interested in the study too, and so the researcher sends a 
photo of a participant’s files, including their medical test results, to the colleague.
a Identify and explain one ethical guideline that was followed correctly in this study.
b Identify and explain two ethical guidelines that were not followed correctly in this 

investigation. Explain what the researcher should do to fix these ethical issues.
c Explain how the ethical concept of integrity needs to be maintained in this study.

2 A developmental psychologist is interested in studying aggression in children. They 
advertise to some local primary schools for participants. The researcher does not tell the 
selected children or their parents that they are studying the children’s aggression during 
the day, and instead tell them that they are there to see how children use imagination in 
their play. At the end of the day, the researchers thank the children and their parents for 
participating but decide not to tell them what they were really looking for, in case the 
parents got upset about their child being seen as aggressive.
a Identify and explain one ethical guideline that is evident in this investigation.
b Explain why this ethical guideline needed to be used, and what the researcher should 

do to ensure it is used correctly.
c Explain how beneficence and non-maleficence should be considered in this study.
d Identify one risk that should be considered in the risk assessment completed before 

beginning this investigation.
3 A local newspaper is reporting on the experience of local residents after a severe flood 

that destroyed many homes in the community. Explain how the ethical concepts of 
respect and integrity should be maintained by the newspaper in their coverage of  
this event.

Figure 1C–9 Always review ethical concepts and safety measures before starting a research project.
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The central and peripheral 
nervous systems

Study Design:
The roles of different subdivisions 
of the central and peripheral 
nervous systems in responding to, 
and processing and coordinating 
with, sensory stimuli received by 
the body to enable conscious and 
unconscious responses, including 
spinal reflexes

Glossary:
Autonomic nervous system
Brain
Central nervous system (CNS)
Conscious response
Interneuron
Motor neuron
Parasympathetic nervous system
Peripheral nervous system
Sensory neuron
Sensory receptor
Somatic nervous system
Spinal cord
Spinal reflex
Sympathetic nervous system
Unconscious response

3A

ENGAGE
Artificial intelligence for treatment of nervous system damage
People who are paralysed because of a stroke or neurological disease can have trouble 
communicating with the outside world. Even a simple sentence can seem impossible to 
communicate. In recent 
research, a volunteer 
paralysed from the neck 
down was asked to imagine 
moving his arm to write 
each letter of the alphabet. 
The volunteer’s brain 
activity during this task was 
used to train a computer 
model known as a neural 
network to interpret these 
commands. The computer 
model could trace the 
intended trajectory of his 
imagined pen tip to create 
the letters of the alphabet. Eventually, the computer could read out the volunteer’s 
imagined sentences with roughly 95% accuracy at a speed of about 66 characters per 
minute. With more practice, the researchers expect this speed to increase. As the 
technology is refined, the neural recordings will be used to better understand how the 
brain plans and orchestrates fine motor movements.

Figure 3A–1 These letters of the alphabet were written by a 
paralysed volunteer, using technology that included electrodes 
implanted in their brain.
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    EXPLAIN   
  Organisation of the human nervous system 
 The human nervous system consists of two main divisions: the central nervous system 
(CNS) and the peripheral nervous system. It is further divided into subdivisions as shown 
in Figure 3A–2. 

Central nervous
system

Parasympathetic
nervous system

Enteric nervous
system

Sympathetic
nervous system

Spinal cordBrain
Autonomic

nervous
system

Somatic
nervous
system

Peripheral nervous
system

Human nervous
system

   Figure   3A–2   The subdivisions of the central and peripheral nervous systems   

   Central nervous 
system (CNS)   
the brain and 
the spinal cord; 
processes and 
coordinates 
responses to 
sensory stimuli  

   Figure   3A–3   The central nervous 
system consists of the brain and 
the spinal cord (shown in red).   

Brain
 a complex 
structure that 
receives and 
processes 
sensory stimuli 
from the body 
and coordinates 
responses, 
including 
voluntary 
movements, 
emotions and 
conscious 
thought  

   Central nervous system 
 The   central nervous system (CNS)   is made up of the brain 
and spinal cord. It is referred to as ‘central’ because it 
occupies a central position in the body and is the most 
important part of the nervous system for processing 
and coordinating responses to sensory stimuli received 
by the body. The CNS integrates and coordinates all 
incoming (sensory) information and initiates outgoing 
(motor) messages to be sent to the body. These can be 
conscious commands, such as those controlling voluntary 
movements, and automatic or unconscious commands 
(such as changing heart rate) or involuntary responses, 
such as reflexes. 

  Brain 
 The   brain   is an amazingly complex structure consisting 
of approximately 86 billion neurons. It receives and 
processes sensory stimuli from the body, coordinates 
responses, including voluntary movements, emotions 
and conscious thought, and regulates a variety of 
functions without our conscious awareness, such 
as breathing, temperature regulation and hunger. 
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The brain communicates with the body via the spinal cord and its nerves, as well as cranial 
nerves that connect the brain directly to various organs and muscles of the body, such as 
the eyes, facial muscles, tongue, heart and stomach. One of these cranial nerves is the vagus 
nerve, which connects the brain directly to the stomach and intestinal tract, controlling 
digestion. These cranial nerves are considered to be part of the peripheral nervous system. 

Olfactory nerveOlfactory nerve

Optic nerveOptic nerve

Vagus nerveVagus nerve

Brain stemBrain stem

   Figure   3A–4   The brain (seen from below) is connected to the rest of the body via the spinal cord and 
12 pairs of cranial nerves, including the olfactory, optic and vagus nerves.   

  Spinal cord 
  a dense bundle 
of nerves that 
carries sensory 
information from 
the body to the 
brain and motor 
information from 
the brain to 
the body  

  Spinal cord 
  The   spinal cord   is a 45-centimetre-
long extension of the brain stem. It 
is composed of a dense bundle of 
nerve fibres and is directly linked 
to the peripheral nervous system 
by 31 pairs of spinal nerves. These 
spinal nerves consist of bundles 
of fibres, which connect them to 
various parts of the body such 
as skin, muscles and internal 
organs. Some of these bundles are 
connected to sensory receptors 
in the body and therefore carry 
sensory or afferent information 
towards the spinal cord. Some are 
connected to motor or efferent 
pathways, which carry motor commands initiated by the brain to the muscles in the 
extremities required to perform motor movements. 

   Figure   3A–5   A cross-section of the spinal cord, which is 
an extension of the brain stem and is connected to the 
peripheral nervous system by 31 pairs of spinal nerves   
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The spinal cord has two main 
roles:
 • To carry incoming sensory 

information from the 
body (peripheral nervous 
system) towards the brain 
for processing; for example, 
sensations such as touch or 
pressure from the skin on 
your hands when holding 
a ball

 • To carry motor information 
initiated by the brain towards 
the body (peripheral nervous 
system); for example, 
instructions about how to 
move your hands and legs 
to kick a drop punt when 
playing football.

The only exception to these 
two main functions is when 
the spinal cord is involved in 
involuntary responses, such as 
the spinal reflex, which occur 
without conscious awareness or 
input from the brain.

Check-in questions – Set 1
1 Identify the two components of the CNS.
2 Use an example to explain the two main functions of the CNS.
3 How does the brain communicate with the body?
4 Describe the structure of the spinal cord.
5 Explain the difference between the afferent and efferent pathways that the spinal nerves 

are connected to.
6 Use an example other than the one discussed in the text to describe the two roles of the 

spinal cord.

Spinal reflex 
an involuntary 
and unconscious 
response to 
a stimulus 
involving the 
spinal cord, 
which occurs 
without input 
from the brain

Spinal reflexes
Have you ever held your finger too close to the flame of a candle and noticed that it moved 
away from the flame before you had even realised that your hand was scorched? This is an 
example of a spinal reflex. Spinal reflexes occur when a quick response is important for your 
survival. A spinal reflex is an involuntary and unconscious response to a stimulus involving 
the spinal cord and occurs without input from the brain. Therefore, spinal reflexes occur 
without our conscious awareness.

Figure 3A–6 Tayla Harris of the Melbourne Football Club 
kicking the ball during a 2022 Australian Football League 
Women’s match. Instructions about how to move your legs to 
kick a ball are initiated by your brain and communicated to 
your peripheral nervous system by the spinal cord.
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 Spinal reflex processes 
 A spinal reflex occurs through a series of steps involving sensory neurons. The following 
steps outline what happens when a person’s fingers are brought too close to a candle flame 
(Figure 3A–8). 
   1  A sensory stimulus is detected by   sensory receptors  , sensory nerve endings that when 

stimulated, produce an afferent or sensory impulse. 
   Sensory receptors in the fingertips detect the heat from the candle flame.  
   2    Sensory neurons  , nerve cells that carry sensory signals throughout the nervous system, 

transmit sensory information about the stimulus towards the spinal cord. 
   Sensory neurons in the arm transmit information about the heat of the candle flame 

and carry it to the spinal cord.  

 ACTIVITY 3A–1 TESTING THE KNEE-JERK SPINAL REFLEX 

 Do this activity with a partner. Your partner sits on 
a table with their legs hanging over the edge and 
their knees bent. They cross one leg over the other so 
that their upper foot hangs clear of the floor. Gently 
touching their knee, locate the small space below the 
kneecap, or patella, between it and the shin bone. This 
is where the patella tendon is located. Using the edge 
of a ruler or the side of your palm, tap this space firmly. 
The sharp tap on the tendon will slightly stretch the 
quadricep (muscle group at the front of the upper leg). 
Your partner’s lower leg should jerk towards you in a 
sudden kicking movement of the lower leg. It may take 
several attempts to find the right spot. Once you have 
done so, swap roles with your partner.  
   1  What is the adaptive value of this spinal reflex? 

Discuss.   
   Figure   3A–7   Testing the patella 
reflex   

Candle

Direction of
impulse

Muscle reflex

Sensory/afferent
pathway

Sensory neuron

Interneuron

Spinal
cord

Motor/efferent
pathway

   Figure   3A–8   In this spinal reflex, the hand moves away from the flame of the candle 
without input from the brain, and the person avoids getting burned.   

Sensory receptor
 a sensory 
nerve ending 
that produces 
an afferent or 
sensory impulse 
when stimulated 

Sensory neuron
 a nerve cell 
that carries 
sensory signals 
throughout the 
nervous system 
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   3  The sensory information is relayed to   interneurons   in the spinal cord that connect motor 
and sensory neurons by relaying information between the two. In the case of a spinal 
reflex, an adaptive motor response is initiated by the interneurons without input from 
the brain to respond more quickly to the threat detected by the sensory receptors. 

  The interneurons in the spinal cord initiate a motor movement, to remove the hand from 
the flame to avoid getting burned. 

   4  Information about this motor movement is then relayed to   motor neurons  , which 
transmit the motor impulses from the spinal cord to the skeletal and/or smooth or 
visceral muscles (such as in the stomach). 

  A motor impulse is communicated by motor neurons to the muscles in the arm. 
   5  These muscles are then activated to perform the movements required. 
   The hand is withdrawn from the flame of the candle in an upwards motion.  

   Check-in questions – Set 2   
   1  Why is a spinal reflex considered to be an unconscious response?  
   2  Explain the role of sensory receptors in a spinal reflex.  
   3  Explain the role of sensory neurons in a spinal reflex.  
   4  Explain the role of interneurons in a spinal reflex.  
   5  Explain the role of motor neurons in a spinal reflex.  
   6  Use a flow chart or diagram to represent the processes involved in the spinal reflex when 

you step on a sharp object such as a piece of glass.   

Peripheral 
nervous system
 all the nerves 
outside of the 
central nervous 
system that 
carry messages 
between the 
central nervous 
system and 
muscles, organs 
and glands 
throughout the 
body 

   Figure   3A–10   The peripheral nervous system comprises 
all the nerves and neurons in the body, outside of the 
brain and the spinal cord, that connect the central 
nervous system to the body’s muscles, organs and glands.   

1
Sensory
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by sensory
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2
Sensory
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involuntary

motor
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4
This is relayed

to motor
neurons and
carried via a

motor (efferent)motor (efferent)motor (efferent)
pathway to
muscles.

5
Muscles
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   Figure   3A–9   The steps involved in a spinal reflex   

Interneuron
 a nerve cell in 
the spinal cord 
that connects 
motor and 
sensory neurons 
by relaying 
information 
between the two 

Motor neuron
 a nerve cell that 
transmits motor 
impulses from 
the spinal cord 
to the skeletal 
and smooth 
muscles  

 Peripheral nervous system 
and its subdivisions 
 The   peripheral nervous system
consists of all the nerves outside 
of the CNS, including the cranial 
nerves that extend from the spinal 
cord and brain. Its main role is to 
carry messages between the CNS 
and muscles, organs and glands 
throughout the body. The peripheral 
nervous system has two subdivisions 
with quite different functions: the 
somatic nervous system and the 
autonomic nervous system. 
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 Somatic nervous system 
 This subdivision of the peripheral 
nervous system contains sensory 
(afferent) neurons and motor (efferent) 
neurons. It enables communication 
between the body and the CNS in two 
main ways.  
   1  The   somatic nervous system   carries 

sensory (or afferent) information to 
the CNS (brain and spinal cord). 

  Sensory receptors and sensory 
neurons in the somatic nervous 
system gather information 
collected by our five senses (sight, 
smell, hearing, taste, touch) and 
communicate this to the CNS 
(Figure 3A–11); for example, the 
visual information as you read this 
page, or the feeling of the paper, 
mouse or touch pad as you scroll 
through this text. 

   2  The somatic nervous system carries motor (efferent) information from the CNS to 
the body.   This involves motor (efferent) neurons in the somatic nervous system that 
are responsible for voluntary movements, communicating movement information back 
to the body’s muscles, organs and glands from the CNS. These motor neurons direct 
the action of skeletal muscles, which are attached to the skeleton, enabling voluntary 
movement; for example, picking up an object, kicking a ball or running.   

   Figure   3A–11   The somatic nervous system is directly 
connected to our five senses, gathering sensory 
information and communicating this to the central 
nervous system.   

Motor (efferent) function
Carries motor commands from
the CNS to the skeletal muscles,
enabling voluntary movements.

Sensory (afferent) function
Carries sensory information
gathered by our five senses
towards the CNS.

   Figure   3A–13   The two main roles of the somatic nervous system   

   Figure   3A–12  
The somatic 
nervous system, 
sometimes 
referred to as 
the ‘voluntary 
nervous system’, 
controls 
our skeletal 
muscles, which 
are attached to 
our skeleton, 
enabling us 
to perform 
voluntary motor 
movements such 
as running.   

Somatic nervous 
system
 a subdivision of 
the peripheral 
nervous 
system that 
carries sensory 
information 
to the central 
nervous system 
and motor 
information to 
the body  
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Autonomic nervous system
The autonomic nervous system controls the body’s internal environment in an autonomous 
or self-regulated manner. This means that it performs most of its functions without our 
conscious awareness. It is directly connected to our organs, glands and visceral muscles 
(smooth, involuntary muscles in blood vessels), the stomach, digestive tract and other 
internal organs. The autonomic nervous system is responsible for basic life processes such 
as digestion, respiration, heart rate and blood pressure, which remain active without our 
conscious thought or awareness. It is constantly providing feedback to the CNS about these 
processes.

The autonomic nervous system has a major role in our experience of stress, fear and anger. 
In these cases, the different roles of the two subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system 
become evident.
 • The sympathetic nervous system dominates when we are under threat, increasing our 

arousal and preparing us to deal with the situation; for example, dilating pupils or 
increasing heart rate.

 • The parasympathetic nervous system dominates during normal day-to-day activities when 
we are relatively calm; for example, regulating body temperature to around 37.5°C. It also 
returns the body to a calm state after a threatening or stressful situation; for example, 
constricting our pupils or decreasing heart rate to normal once a threat has passed.

Check-in questions – Set 3
1 What is the peripheral nervous system made up of, in terms of cells and structures?
2 What is the main role of the peripheral nervous system?
3 Name the two subdivisions of the peripheral nervous system.
4 Describe the two ways that the somatic nervous system enables communication between 

the CNS and the body.

Autonomic 
nervous system 
a subdivision of 
the peripheral 
nervous system 
that controls the 
body’s internal 
environment in 
an autonomous 
or self-regulated 
manner

Sympathetic 
nervous system 
a subdivision of 
the autonomic 
nervous system 
that increases 
our arousal, 
readying the 
body for a quick 
response

Parasympathetic 
nervous system 
a subdivision of 
the autonomic 
nervous system 
that controls the 
body’s internal 
environment in 
an autonomous 
or self-regulated 
manner

Figure 3A–14 The autonomic nervous system is directly connected to our body’s organs (e.g. liver, 
heart and lungs), glands and smooth muscles.
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Sympathetic nervous system
The sympathetic nervous system is dominant in response to perceived threats and stressful 
psychological or physiological stimuli. Its main function is to increase arousal, readying the 
body for a quick response, otherwise known as the flight-or-fight-or-freeze response, which 
is discussed in detail in Section 4A.

Examples of responses by the sympathetic nervous system to a threat are:
 • pupils dilating to allow more light into the eye to see better
 • heart rate, blood pressure and breathing rates increasing to accelerate oxygenated blood 

flow to the muscles in order to respond to the threat
 • energy being diverted to the muscles from functions such as digestion to conserve 

energy for responding to the threat
 • increased sugar and fat being released into the blood to provide energy for quick action.

Parasympathetic nervous system
The parasympathetic nervous system has two main functions.
1 Maintaining a balanced internal state, otherwise known as homeostasis, including 

regulation of blood sugar or energy levels, saliva secretion and waste elimination.
2 Counterbalancing the energising function of the sympathetic nervous system by 

lowering arousal and restoring the body to a calm state after a threat has passed. 
For example, the parasympathetic nervous system decreases heart rate, constricts 
the bronchi of the lungs, and constricts the pupils of the eyes, which are all opposite 
functions to those of the sympathetic nervous system in a threat situation, such as 
jumping out of an aeroplane (Figure 3A–15).

LINK
4A INTERNAL 

AND EXTERNAL 
STRESSORS

Figure 3A–15 Top: This woman is anxiously waiting her turn to jump out of the 
plane.  Bottom: Once she has jumped and the parachute has released, the woman 
can relax and enjoy the view.

 As the plane reaches 
altitude, the woman’s 
sympathetic nervous system 
prepares her body, releasing 
adrenaline, dilating her 
pupils, increasing her 
heart rate and diverting 
energy from non-essential 
functions such as digestion 
to her muscles.

 Her parasympathetic (which 
sounds like parachute) 
nervous system is now 
decreasing her arousal and 
returning her body back 
to a state of calm. Her 
pupils constrict, her heart 
rate decreases, and energy 
may be diverted back to 
non-essential functions 
such as digestion.
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 The main functions of the parasympathetic nervous system are summarised in 
Figure 3A–16. 

KEYSympathetic
nervous system

Parasympathetic
nervous system

Dilates
pupils

Constricts
pupils

Stimulates
salivation

Constricts
bronchioles

Decreases 
heart rate

Enables
digestion

Stimulates
bile production

Contracts

Enables
stimulation

Inhibits
salivation

Relaxes
bronchioles

Increases
heart rate

Inhibits
digestion

Stimulates
glucose levels

Relaxes

Inhibits

Eye

Salivary gland

Bronchioles

Heart

Stomach
and intestine

Gall bladder

Bladder

Sex organs

Parasympathetic nervous system
Sympathetic nervous system

   Figure   3A–16   The main functions of the subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system   

 It is important to note that the parasympathetic nervous system can be much slower in 
returning the body back to a calm state because hormones such as adrenaline that are 
initially released by the sympathetic nervous system can take longer to be removed, thus 
having a lingering effect.     

   Check-in questions – Set 4   
    1  What is the role of the autonomic nervous system?  
   2  What is meant by the autonomic nervous system being self-regulating?  
   3  Provide two examples of bodily functions the autonomic nervous system regulates.  
   4  Name the two subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system.  
   5  Why is the sympathetic nervous system dominant when we respond to perceived threats 

and stressful situations?  
   6  Provide two examples of responses the sympathetic nervous system may perform to 

increase our arousal in response to a threat.  
   7  Using examples, outline the two main functions of the parasympathetic nervous system.  
   8  Explain why the parasympathetic nervous system can be slower at returning the body to 

homeostasis.   
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Conscious and unconscious responses of the nervous system
We have discussed the main functions of the different divisions and subdivisions of the 
nervous system, and conscious and unconscious responses. For example, spinal reflexes 
occur without conscious awareness or input from the brain that involves awareness. Hence, 
they are categorised as an unconscious response. Any response of our nervous system that 
does not require awareness is deemed to be an unconscious one. Unconscious responses 
also tend to be quite simple compared with conscious responses. For example, blinking 
generally involves simply closing the eyelid. In addition, unconscious responses tend to be 
unlearned; for example, we are born with the ability to blink because it is innate.

Other examples of unconscious responses of the nervous system shown in the figure below are:
 • reflexes such as sneezing or coughing
 • spinal reflexes such as withdrawing your hand from a hot object
 • shivering when cold and sweating when hot
 • blushing when embarrassed
 • digestion of food in the gut.

Unconscious 
response 
any response 
of our nervous 
system that 
does not require 
awareness

  

 
Figure 3A–17 Some examples of unconscious responses

When you are thirsty and decide to pour yourself a drink, this response requires awareness 
and is therefore categorised as a conscious response. Conscious responses usually involve 
input from the CNS (brain) and can involve decision-making or choice. They also tend to 
be more complex responses that can involve a series of responses. When you want a drink, a 
series of movements need to take place to allow you to walk to the fridge, select your drink 
and pour it into the glass. Conscious responses can also be learned; for example, catching or 
bouncing a ball.

Other examples of conscious responses are:
 • putting a jumper on if you feel cold
 • scratching an itch
 • throwing a ball
 • recalling what you ate for breakfast
 • calculating a maths problem
 • writing an essay.

Conscious 
response 
any response 
of the nervous 
system that 
requires 
awareness
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Table 3A–1 Some differences between conscious and unconscious responses

Conscious responses Unconscious responses
Involve awareness Do not involve awareness 

Are more complex, involving a series 
of responses

Are simpler, usually involving a single 
response to a stimulus 

Can involve learning Generally do not involve learning

Tend to require conscious input from the 
brain, such as a decision or choice

Can occur without conscious input from 
the brain

Can include voluntary responses, such 
as a movement performed by the somatic 
nervous system

Can include involuntary functions, such 
as those regulated by the autonomic 
nervous system 

Examples: walking or picking something up Examples: breathing, digestion, blinking 
and spinal reflexes.

3A KEY SCIENCE SKILLS

Formulating aims, variables and hypotheses
In VCE Psychology, you may be asked to design a piece of research or an experiment 
that looks at the relationships between concepts covered within the study design. You 
may also be asked to identify or design elements of another person’s research. Basic 
elements that you may need to address include:
 • determining a research question to investigate
 • constructing an aim
 • identifying the independent variable (IV), dependent variable (DV) and controlled 

variables (if it is a controlled experiment)
 • formulating a hypothesis to focus an investigation.

Question
Layla is studying VCE Psychology and has just learned about the roles of the different 
divisions of the human nervous system, as well as the role of sensory, motor and 
interneurons in the communication of information between these different divisions. 
Layla and her friend Abby from her Psychology class were chatting about whether 
sensory messages received at certain points on the body would take more time to be 
processed and responded to by the brain if they are further away; for example, the foot. 
They decided to run a controlled experiment with their classmates to compare the 
shoulder, which is closer to the brain, to the foot, which is further from the brain.
a State Layla and Abby’s research question.
b Construct an aim for their investigation.
c Identify the IV in Layla and Abby’s experiment.
d Identify the DV in Layla and Abby’s experiment.
e Using your understanding of the nervous system, predict the possible outcome of 

Layla and Abby’s investigation.
f Based on your prediction in part e, state a hypothesis.
g Suggest a controlled variable that Layla and Abby would need to keep constant and 

explain why this would be important in their study.

VIDEO 3A–2 
KEY SCIENCE 
SKILLS:  
AIMS AND 
HYPOTHESES
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Suggested answer for full marks
a Do sensory messages received at certain points on the body take longer to be 

processed and responded to by the brain if they are further away, such as the foot?
b To investigate whether sensory messages received at certain points on your body 

take longer to be processed and responded to by the brain if they are further away, 
such as the foot.

c Whether a sensory stimulus was received on the shoulder (closer to the brain) or foot 
(further from the brain)

d The time taken to respond to the sensory stimulus received on the shoulder or foot
e A sensory stimulus that is received on the foot will take longer to respond to than one 

on the shoulder. This is because the sensory message has further to travel via sensory 
neurons up the leg (in the somatic nervous system) to the spinal cord (in the CNS) 
and then up to the brain for processing and coordinating a response, compared with 
the shoulder, which is a much shorter distance from the CNS (spinal cord).

f It is predicted that Psychology students will respond to a sensory stimulus on their 
shoulder more quickly than when they respond to a sensory stimulus on their foot.

g Layla and Abby would need to keep the time of day that they were testing each part of 
the body (shoulder or foot) constant. Students may be more alert at certain times of 
the day, and this will affect their response times. For example, they may be more alert 
later in the morning, having been awake longer. If they tested the foot early in the 
morning and the shoulder later in the morning, they might record a lower response 
time for the shoulder because they are more alert and not because the shoulder is 
closer to the brain (IV).

ACTIVITY 3A–2 SPEED OF NEURAL MESSAGES FROM DIFFERENT  
BODY PARTS

As a class or with a group of friends, design an experimental method to test whether 
a sensory stimulus received on your shoulder would be responded to more quickly 
than a stimulus received on your foot. Clearly determine:
 • the aim
 • the IV
 • the DV
 • any potential sources of error and possible control variables to account for these
 • the hypothesis
 • the type of data you will collect and method of data collection you will use
 • whether your hypothesis has been supported, by analysing your results.

Check-in questions – Set 5
1 Provide an example of an unconscious response of the nervous system and explain why 

it is considered to be unconscious.
2 Provide an example of a conscious response of the nervous system and explain why it is 

considered to be conscious.
3 Provide two key distinctions between conscious and unconscious responses of the 

nervous system.
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Suggested answer for full marks:
The somatic nervous system, a subdivision of the peripheral nervous system would have 
activated Finn’s responses. (1 mark)

First, the somatic nervous system has a sensory function, carrying sensory information 
from the body to the CNS. Sensory receptors in Finn’s leg would have detected the heat 
from the fire and this information would have been carried via sensory neurons in the 
somatic nervous system to his spinal cord in the CNS for processing. (2 marks)

Second, the somatic nervous system has a motor function, carrying motor commands 
from the CNS to the body. Motor neurons in Finn’s legs would have communicated to 
his muscles to move away from the fire because it was hot. (2 marks)

Note from the examiner’s report:

Responses indicating that the spinal cord activated the response were incorrect 
as the scenario clearly described a conscious action. Also, a response identifying 
the autonomic nervous system was considered valid if it described accurately how 
an autonomic flight response might alert the conscious decision-making system 
to the need to move away from the fire, thus being the subdivision that ‘activated’ 
the conscious response. The range of responses accepted reflected the wording of 
the scenario, and valid understandings of the word ‘activated’ in the context of the 
nervous system.

Section 3A questions
1 In terms of CNS function, how are the brain and spinal cord different?
2 Explain how the brain and spinal cord in your CNS would enable you to type an essay on 

your laptop.
3 Explain the process involved in the spinal reflex of withdrawing your hand when 

touching a needle on a cactus plant. Refer to sensory receptors, sensory neurons, 
interneurons and motor neurons in your answer.

4 a  Provide an example of a response that involves the central and peripheral nervous 
systems working together.

 b  Explain the role of each system in this example.
5 Use a Venn diagram to compare the functions of the somatic and autonomic 

subdivisions of the peripheral nervous systems.
6 Use an example of a stressful situation to distinguish between the roles of the 

sympathetic and parasympathetic subdivisions of the autonomic nervous system.
7 Ali wanted to investigate whether the experience level of skydivers affects their stress 

responses when skydiving. He conducted an experiment that compared the level of 
arousal of professional skydivers who had completed more than 1000 jumps, to first-
time skydivers. He used heart rate monitors to determine their heart rate in beats per 
minute (bpm), filmed their faces while jumping to establish the dilation of their pupils 
in millimetres (mm) and conducted a blood test to determine the level of adrenaline 
in their bloodstreams in picograms per millilitre (pg/mL). A picogram is one-trillionth 
of a gram. Ali measured these indicators before, during and after the jump and the 
measurements are shown in the following table.
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Professional skydivers First-time skydivers
Average 

heart rate 
(bpm)

Average 
pupil size 

(mm)

Average 
adrenaline 

level 
(pg/mL)

Average 
heart rate 

(bpm)

Average 
pupil size 

(mm)

Average 
adrenaline 

level 
(pg/mL)

Before 
jump

72 8 15 85 10 23

During 
jump

86 10 21 102 19 35

After jump 81 9 22 100 17 40

a State Ali’s research question.
b State a possible aim of Ali’s research.
c Determine the IV of his research.
d Determine the DV of his research.
e Identify one possible source of error for Ali and suggest a way he could have 

accounted for this.
f Formulate a research hypothesis.
g Interpret the results and determine whether the hypothesis has been supported or not.

8 In the table below, identify which division or subdivisions of the nervous system is 
responsible for performing each response and determine whether it is a conscious or 
unconscious response.

Example of a response Division(s) of the 
nervous system

Conscious or 
unconscious?

a
Deciding to have a shot for 
goal in a soccer match

b
Your stomach grumbling 
because you are hungry

c
Kicking the ball in a 
soccer match

d
Developing goose bumps 
on your arms because you 
are cold

e
Moving your arm to wave to 
your friend across the street

f
Planning how you are going 
to answer a question

g

Initiating the quick 
withdrawal of your hand 
from a hot object without 
your awareness

h
Your pupils dilating to see 
your attacker more clearly

i
Becoming hungry after your 
attacker has run away and 
the threat has passed
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